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WHAT’S NEWS
ALL THE VERY LATEST IN THE SPORTS INDUSTRY...

SPORTS INSIGHT appointed official publication
of The Sports Industries Federation
Sports Insight has been appointed
the official publication of The
Sports Industries Federation (TSIF).
The announcement has come after
a series of meetings between the
two organisations during the last
six months.
As part of the agreement,
Matthew Tudor, the publisher of
Sports Insight and managing director
of Maze Media (2000) Ltd, has joined
the main board of The Sports
Industries Federation.
As well as carrying the TSIF logo
on its cover, Sports Insight will contain
exclusive TSIF content from this issue.
The magazine will also be working
with TSIF on a number of new
initiatives over the next 12 months.
Says Sports Insight Editor, Jeff
James: “The magazine has come a
long way since its launch in January
2004 and to become the official

publication of The Sports Industries Federation shows how highly
regarded Sports Insight is in the industry.”
“We look forward to working closely with TSIF in the months
and years ahead.”
The announcement comes at the same time as the new
Sports Insight website (www.sports-insight.co.uk) goes live, part
of an ongoing programme to improve the service we provide to
the industry.
As well as up-to-the-minute news and exhibitions sections,
the site features a constantly updating recruitment database,
providing visitors with details of all the latest jobs in the sports
market.
In addition, the site boasts a facility that enables you to
download every issue of Sports Insight straight to your desktop
anywhere in the world within minutes - which we believe is an
industry first.
On the site you’ll also find direct links to The Sports Traders
Alliance Group and Sports & Leisure UK websites, two buying
groups we have developed close links with.
All the team’s contact details are on sports-insight.co.uk, as
well as an explanation of our ABC circulation figure, which
currently stands at 5,268.
We hope you become a regular visitor.

Letter to the Editor
Dear Sir,
We hear every day how small independent retailers are being
squeezed out of the industry by the large retail chains. I have a
small independent sports shop with my wife and we have been
open for nearly a year. We provide advice and guidance to many
customers who enjoy their sport but are confused by the
complexity of sport equipment available these days.
We have been very lucky in that we have been supported very
well by a number of manufacturers, and in particular the STAG
buying group, who have been a lifeline during the start-up phase.
I do not believe that the large retail chains are the main reason
for small independent shops struggling to make a living from
week to week. I believe that there is room in the market for both
the large retail chains and the small independents. We provide a
service to the customer that the large retail chains find difficult.
On the other hand, they provide a price point that makes it
possible for more people to enter sport and enjoy an active life.
The problem that small independent retailers face are the large
manufacturers or manufacturers that believe that they are large. I
understand that any supported account has to be viable, and that is
where the buying group has a role to play. However, lately
manufacturers such as Head and Babolat plus others just seem to
find it difficult to talk to small companies who could become their
lifeline. Perhaps this is because the market is now run by agents as
opposed to sales reps employed by one company?
The reason that I am sending you this is because I am
interested to hear if you and your readers see things the same.
Ian Simmons
Kit For The Fit, Devon
What do you think? Send your views to The Editor via email
(siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk), fax (01273 719955) or post: Sports Insight,
Partridge Publications, Avenue Lodge, 60 East St, Brighton, East Sussex
BN1 1HN.
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“What do you have when you’ve got an agent buried up
to his neck in sand? Not enough sand.”
Pat Williams, US baseball player

Gymphlex - the complete
sports service
The recently relaunched Gymphlex offers customers a greater range of
services and a larger choice of garments and fabrics than ever before.
It is Gymphlex’s bespoke design service that presents limitless
opportunities to customers wishing to benefit from these advanced fabrics.
With the support of Gymphlex’s highly experienced design team, customers
can put together their own designs, including choosing any fabric and colour
combinations.
The provision of an extremely user friendly Computer Aided Design
template means that anyone can develop unique garments, which will help
their sportswear stand out from the crowd.
Not only does Gymphlex introduce innovative styles within its current
brochure to fit customers’ changing needs, it also utilises technologically
advanced fabrics that offer added benefits to the wearer.
Gymphlex has also taken a fresh look at the services it can offer its
customers. The company’s state-of-the-art embroidery service is second to
none and offers customers the chance to add logos or names onto their
garments. The entire Gymphlex range is available with no minimum order
and all stock items are available on next day delivery.
For further information call 01507 523243 or
email sales@gymphlex.co.uk

Grant launches in UK
American boxing brand Grant has opened for business in the UK for
the first time with a range of urban streetwear featuring hoodies, tshirts, zip thrus and pants. The products are available at Streetwise
Sports stores across the country and via its online store
(www.streetwisesports.com).
Says Ian Simpson, managing director of Streetwise Sports: “For
Grant to launch with us in the UK is a major coup. The brand fits
perfectly with the urban streetwear positioning of our Streetwise stores
and complements other brands we carry such as Carlotti.”
Grant was founded in Mexico in 1996 by Grant Elvis Phillips. Gary
Holt of Grant UK says: “Now is a great time for Grant to enter the UK.
Boxing is on a high and our urban streetwear is hot in the market.
Streetwise Sports was identified as a retailer that would value our
sporting heritage and be able to fully exploit our street fashion range.
This is the start of big things for Grant in the UK.”

New goggle from
Aqua Sphere
Responding to retailer
demands for an entry
price point goggle to
complete its high quality goggle
series, Aqua Sphere has launched MAKO (SRP £6.99).
Delivering the same watertight Softeril seal, strap configuration and
lightweight construction as the Kaiman goggle (SRP £8.50-£10), the
MAKO is able to compete at the lower price point because it uses flat
lens technology in contrast to the Kaiman’s famous curved 180 degree
wide-angled lens.
An excellent high-comfort goggle for the price, the MAKO enhances
the Aqua Sphere product portfolio by offering retailers a great margin
goggle made in Italy that delivers superb quality at a critical price point
that is sure to impress the recreational or holiday swimmer.
For further information call 01254 278873 or click on
www.aquasphereuk.co.uk
www.sports-insight.co.uk

www.newbalance.co.uk
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Diary Dates
Performance from
Primate8
The sportswear market is increasingly focusing on performance and with it
coaches and players realise that apparel is as important as footwear and
equipment.
Performance fabrics were once the preserve of top athletes, but now all
sports can use them. However, just because a fabric has Lycra or is ‘moisture
managed’ doesn’t mean that it is a performance fabric. For example,
nylon/Lycra clings to the body, retaining the sweat against the body, which is
not ideal.
Primate8’s U4ia fabric is ideal for many sports as it is breathable, moisture
managed, gives a high UV factor protection, has a high chlorine resistance, is
snag resistant, extremely strong, has a wonderful feel and is available in
different weights.
The company developed U4ia for netball, but it is great for rugby as it is
extremely strong, hard to grab and keep hold of and the Elastane content
gives more room to manoeuvre if grabbed by the shirt. Primate8 is now
developing U4ia for several sports, including football, athletics and cycling,
enabling clubs to have high performance apparel in their club colours at a
cost significantly less than retail prices.
For more information call 0845 450 1008.

STAG Members Show,
in association with
Sports Insight
Seventy-five suppliers will be exhibiting and an expected 150
STAG members will attend, making this the largest buying show
in the UK for the independent sports trade.
When: November 20-21, 2005.
Where: Heythrop Park Hotel & Country Club, Oxfordshire.
For further information: call Stag on 01793 715400.

GO
Outdoors
2005
The outdoor leisure event that showcases apparel, footwear,
equipment and accessories from a large number of different
brands. Four halls at the Harrogate International Centre will be
packed with plenty to see, compare and order. GO Outdoors
represents a great chance to go to a really focused show where
retailers can save time and effort through being able to reach so
many companies at one time, in one place.
When: September 25-27, 2005.
Where: Harrogate International Centre.
Admission: free to all trade visitors that register in advance of the
show. Those that arrive on-site without a badge will be charged £10
(which includes a show catalogue). OIA members get in free
regardless of pre-registration.
Organiser: Outdoor Industries Association. Tel: 0208 842 1111.
Opening times: Sunday-Monday 9.30am-6pm. Tuesday 9.30am-4pm.

The Yoga
Show
The Yoga Show will be home to over 160 exhibitors, with leading
brands showcasing new products, workshops and demonstrations of
yoga and pilates equipment. The event also comprises 10 spacious
workshop rooms, mediation rooms, dedicated children’s classes and
open stage areas, plus healthy vegetarian food for sale.
When: September 16-18, 2005.
Where: Olympia, London.
Admission: adults - £9. Concessions - £7. Two-day pass adults - £15.
Concessions - £11. Three-day pass - adults £22. Concessions - £16.
For a free programme or more information about the event visit
www.theyogashow.co.uk
Organiser: Prime Impact Events & Media Ltd. Tel: 01787 224040.
Opening times: 10am-7pm daily.
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"I was saying the other day, how often the most vulnerable area
for goalies is between their legs."
Andy Gray, Sky Sports

ispo summer 06 date
rearranged

The Cycle Show
With over 130 stands from the major bike companies as well
as niche and specialist brands, your visit to the Cycle Show is a
highly effective way to see all the new bike and product
ranges for 2006. As well as meeting key suppliers, the show is
a great way to see what's new in the market and research the
latest trends.
When: October 13-16, 2005.
Where: ExCeL, London.
Admission: free to the trade. Pre-register at
www.cycleshow.co.uk
Organiser: Upper Street Events. Tel: 020 7288 6733.
Opening times: Thursday 10am-7.30pm. Friday: 10am-7pm.
Saturday: 10am-6pm. Sunday: 10am-4pm.

Because of a clash with next year’s World Cup Finals in Germany, and after
consultation between the show organiser, Messe Munchen GmbH, and a
number of exhibitors, buying groups and retailers, ispo summer 06 has
been rescheduled for July 16-18, 2006.
According to a statement from Messe Munchen GmbH, FIFA has
booked up many of Munich’s hotels up to and including July 10, 2006,
resulting in a shortage of rooms and a significant increase in room rates. As
a result of the date change, there will be just one clear day between ispo
and OutDoor in Friedrichshafen, which takes place on July 20-23.
Messe Munchen has reported that 23,000 trade visitors attended ispo
summer 05, with the largest visitor contingents coming from Austria, Italy,
Switzerland, Great Britain, France, the Netherlands and the Czech Republic.
A total of 1,049 companies exhibited at the show.
Says Manfred Wutzlhofer, chief executive officer of Messe Munchen
GmbH: "The exhibitors are very satisfied with the quantity and quality of their
customer contacts and even consider their expectations exceeded in part.
"At ispovision, our continual efforts to establish this new platform for
sports fashion have resulted in a substantial increase in exhibitors and
visitors. The combination with the German America's Cup initiative was a
great success."

The Tent
Show@Stoneleigh
This show provides a unique opportunity for retail buyers to
view 2006 ranges from the main suppliers, all at one venue. In
addition to tents, manufacturers will also showcase sleeping
bags, ruc sacs, footwear, camping furniture and accessories.
When: September 4-9, 2005.
Where: NAC Stoneleigh Park.
Admission: by invitation only.
Organiser: Media Contact Services. Tel: 0161 827 7405.
Opening times: 9am-5pm daily.

The Off Price
Show
The Off Price Show London
gives retail buyers the
opportunity to source
bargains from current,
clearance, end of season, over
makes and liquidated stock.
Leading brands and high-quality
unbranded clothing and footwear
is offered at low prices by
wholesalers, importers and
producers.
When: September 18-19, 2005.
Where: Olympia, London.
Admission: register free at www.offpriceshow.co.uk or £5 on
the day.
Organiser: IDEX Media. Tel: 0208 675 4745.
Opening times: Sunday 10am-6pm. Monday 10am-5pm.
www.sports-insight.co.uk

www.newbalance.co.uk
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Mitre takes kit award
STAG goes from
strength to strength
STAG took on four new members in June, taking total membership to 285. The
new members are Sporting Look in Arbroath, The Racquet Shop in Lisburn, The
Sports Locker in Haslemere and Kingswood Leisure in Leigh on Sea.
“All four are great additions to the group and we are delighted that they
have chosen to join STAG,” says Sales & Marketing Director Ricky Chandler.
“We have also agreed to take on four new suppliers. USP Brands Ltd offer
Etonic Golf Shoes and Fazer Golf products; Strikeforce, which supplies soccerrelated products; The Kite Company, who specialise in action sports products;
and Nomis, who are currently making a huge splash with their unique wet grip
concept in a great range of gloves and soccer boots.
“All have unique product offerings and are well worth a look as they
support the independent trade very well.”
STAG has reported that its first regional meeting was a success and similar
events are now being planned for the remainder of the year.
Says Chandler: “15 STAG retailers got together with us and seven suppliers
to discuss issues and opportunities that are common to all. The feedback and
discussions were very positive and highlighted many aspects that will make
STAG and its members stronger in the future.
“I would like to thank Asics, Puma, Mitre, Russell, Skechers and Zoggs for

supporting us and give a
special mention to UK
Leisurewear of Swindon who
hosted the meeting, giving us
a great venue.”
STAG has also just agreed a
deal with Parcelforce Worldwide,
which, says Chandler, has given
the group an excellent deal for
the collection and delivery of
parcels throughout the UK and
Europe.
“This is another part of our
services package that helps
members to cut costs and
make greater margins,” says
Chandler.
For further information on
STAG call 01793 715406.

Nomis gets thumbs-up
The recent Grass Roots Football Show at ExCeL proved an ideal
launch pad for the Nomis Soccer Boot range.
Says the company’s Alistair Woodhead: “The audience was
critical and knowledgeable and this was an ideal platform to test your
product - these were the real consumers.
“Our wet and dry grip technology was received brilliantly by this
audience, but it was the comfort factor of the boot - especially from
the coaches - which was such a fabulous response. Everybody took
me up on the offer that the Nomis boot was the most comfortable
ever made. I just asked them to try the boots on, then comment.
One guy spent the rest of the show wearing our boots.
“It would be no exaggeration to say 100 guys tried the boots on
and the results were all the same - like wearing slippers.”
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“The most one-footed player since Long John Silver.”
Birmingham Evening Mail reader’s verdict on Savo Milosevic
The winning Humber Runner team

Latest S&L winner
announced
Humber Runner of Hull has scooped Sports &
Leisure UK’s ‘Running Member of the Year’ prize.
ASICS UK, as sponsor of the award, provided
tickets to the Norwich Union British Grand Prix,
which took place at Crystal Palace on July 22.
“As the saying goes, I liked the company so
much I decided to buy it,” says Andy Lyons, owner of Humber Runner. “I am a keen
middle distance runner and, having been a customer of Humber running and its
previous owner for some15 years, the opportunity to buy the business ultimately
proved to be an offer I couldn’t refuse.
“Humber Runner fully understands the market’s requirements and prides itself on
offering its customers the latest models and performance enhancing technology.”
Says Nigel Dyer, Sports & Leisure UK’s Business Development Director: “Andy
Lyons represented Great Britain at two World Student Games and was a bronze
medallist in the 1992 UK Championships. Subsequently he became a senior school
maths teacher.
“Andy bought the business last November and we all know how tough the high
street has been since then. His specialist knowledge and experience have been key to
building a successful independent retail operation in these challenging times. Sports &
Leisure UK is pleased to have played its part.”
For more information on Sports & Leisure UK call Nigel Dyer on 01977 662861.

Gossypium’s Yogawear new
products
New products from Gossypium’s Yogawear collection
arrive back into stock this August and will also be on show
at the Yoga Show, which takes place at Olympia on
September 16-18.
The Gossypium Yoga collection is part of the larger
Gossypium brand and all products are made with Agrocel
Organic and fair-trade cotton. Gossypium is currently undergoing
certification by Fairtrade Mark and hopes to be displaying the
Fairtrade label on its products soon.
Gossypium has two stores, a website and mail order business
and also wholesales the collection to over 60 stores.
The company makes clothing that performs and lasts and
that people value. Gossypium products are made in a way that
offers a better deal to all who are involved - from farmers in the
cotton fields, to customers who buy the products.
To see the full Gossypium collection visit
www.gossypium.co.uk

Sales up at Pioneer
The Pioneer Trading Company, Europe’s largest supplier of emu oil
products, has seen sales of its sports and fitness range (which
includes Golden Emu Oil and Blue Active Gel) soar in the running
and triathlon sector over the last few years.
Now supplying many of the country’s top athletes, the
company puts a lot of its success down to the fact that emu oil has
been praised by some of the top running and triathlon competitors
from both here and abroad.
John Ranshaw, director of the company, is quick to point out the
advantage of having a product that is used by those at the top of
their trade. “Having a top triathlete recommend your product is
invaluable,” he says. “Triathletes are some of the most widely
respected sportsmen and women because of the gruelling nature of
their sport and you know if they use a product then it really works.”
www.sports-insight.co.uk

www.newbalance.co.uk
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Lords of the Olympic rings:
The London 2012 bid team

London takes gold
The trade reacts with a unanimous thumbs-up to the news that the Capital
will host the 2012 Games

Bob Hope: “It should
give sport a higher
profile right across the
board”
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If winning the 2012 bid from
favourites Paris was a surprise, it
didn’t come as much of a shock to
find not a single dissenting voice
among the trade when Sports
Insight asked for a reaction to our
bid victory.
London’s hosting of the Games
looks set to give an unprecedented shot
in the arm to the bulk of the sports
trade as well as to the UK economy as
a whole and some of the most deprived
areas of London in particular.

Applause
The news was met with rapturous
applause at Federation House, the
home of The Sports Industries
Federation. David Pomfret, TSIF’s
Operations Director, told Sports
Insight: “This is an historic day for
the country and sporting goods
industry alike. TSIF have been
holding talks directly with the
Department for Culture, Media and
Sport to ascertain the Government’s
approach to sport in the UK and

how the Federation may play a role
in assisting them achieve their goals.
“We outlined our concerns with
issues such as Government funding
for sport at grass roots level, the
need to research tax incentives for
commercial enterprise wishing to
invest in sport, the continued growth
in counterfeit product and
intellectual property right
infringement, the decline in sport
participation and the increasing
levels of obesity in all age
categories.

“At the meeting in May the
DCMS recognised that the Federation
and its member associations could be
an effective partner in assisting with
projects of mutual interest. They did
also let slip their confidence in
delivering the Games for 2012, a
confidence which has proved to be
well founded.”

Although London will host the
Games, many parts of the country
will benefit. With more and more
focus being placed on sport over the
next seven years and the need this
will create for functional sports
products, I feel the sports
independents are well placed to
service this requirement.

“Naturally sales of sports footwear, clothing
and equipment will grow with increased
demand”
TSIF has confirmed that it will be
lobbying Government on behalf of its
associations to ensure they receive the
maximum opportunities to quote for
Olympic tenders, as well as rallying its
own membership to step up their
individual association involvement.
Says Pomfret: “We cannot afford to
miss the opportunity presented by Seb
Coe and his colleagues. Britain will
never have a better opportunity than
this to put sport into the mindset of the
public and we at TSIF will ensure that
we will have played our part.”
Ricky Chandler, Sales and
Marketing Director at STAG, was
someone else following the bid
process closely. He was delighted that
the UK team had put over such a
convincing case that they piped Paris,
with the vast majority of the ground
being made up in the last few weeks
of the campaign.

Boost for the high st
He told Sports Insight: “With the
Government totally behind the bid
and the strategy leading up to 2012,
the focus on sport will be huge. This
will start at the grass roots of each
sport with schools, sporting
academies, clubs and associations
gearing up over the next seven years.
“Although the elite athletes will
be in the forefront when the Games
come along, every participant at any
level competing in their chosen sport
will benefit over the coming years.
“I feel this was a major boost for
the high street as well and it could
not have come at a better time for our
retailers and the country as a whole.

“Product knowledge, good
advice, personal service and depth of
range will all be in demand from the
public, all of which a good
independent retailer can deliver.”

Medal hopes
But will the GB team’s position in
the medal’s table determine the
extent to which the tills start ringing?
NPD Sports Tracking Europe
believes that the sports apparel
market will enjoy increased sales
before and during the 2012
Olympics, whether we have gold
medal hopes or not.
“Take the football World Cup or
European Championships, for
example,” says Jez Fraser-Hook, the
company’s Sports Service Manager.
“The replica shirt market, particularly
the England kit, excels in sales as
these competitions take shape and as
England, Wales, Scotland or Ireland
progress. During April to July 2004,
replica shirt sales in Great Britain
increased by over 90 per cent.”
Fraser-Hook says the Olympics
creates an even larger opportunity for
all sportswear manufacturers, not
only those with athletes promoting
their products. “The sports brands do
need to be aware of everyone else
jumping on the bandwagon, as can
be seen with England emblazoned
products, but the sports companies do
have one major advantage - sports
participation in the host nation is also
generally considered to increase
amongst children and adults alike as
Government spending on grass roots
and elite sport increases,” he says.

“The arrival of the world’s
sporting elite further encourages
participants to achieve their dreams
and helps to ensure it continues
long after the Games, and naturally
sales of sports footwear, clothing
and equipment will grow with
increased demand.”

Political agenda
Alistair Cameron, responsible for
Europe, Middle East and Africa at
New Balance, believes the Capital’s
hosting of the Games will push
sport up the political agenda in the
UK.
“Sport in France or Germany
have far higher profiles politically
than has been the case in this
country over the last decades,” he
says. “Key will be to ensure that
compulsory weekly sports returns
to our schools and the continued
sustainable commitment to getting
the country active in sport, fighting
social disorder, as well as obesity
levels in kids.
“Moreover, there will be a
building programme in a deprived
part of the Capital that will ensure a
legacy of world-class facilities for
the future.”

Minority sports
The 2012 Games will also elevate
minority sports to a higher
platform, says Bob Hope,
managing director of Molten
Sports.
“There is little doubt in my
mind that it will have a very
positive affect on sport in the UK,”
he says. “It should give sport a
higher profile right across the board
and minority sports such as
basketball, volleyball, handball and
water polo will benefit greatly from
the increased media exposure.
“I also think it will lead to a
greater focus on sports in schools,
Particularly primary schools, and
encourage more individuals of all
age groups to take part in sports,
whether seriously or for fun, which
can only be a good thing for our
si
nation as a whole.”

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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MORE REACTION FROM THE TRADE

Pictures such as
this one were
soon circulating
on the web after
the 2012
announcement
was made

“In 2003 Sports & Leisure UK set up a trust in
my husband John’s name to fund the purchase
of sports kit and equipment for the country’s
largest youth charity, UK Youth. We did this
because we believe the more kids who are out
there playing sport the better it is for the kids
themselves, society and the business.
“2012 underwrites this. It’s a huge
opportunity for kids to aspire to and it will give
a fantastic boost to all Olympic sports, the trade
and the group. Well done Seb Coe and the
team.”
Ann Hardy, chief executive, Sports & Leisure
UK
“To have an Olympic Games in our own country
should be the ultimate aspiration for athletes of
all levels to strive to be a part of those Games.
“At this stage it is difficult to predict exactly
which sports will see the biggest gains.
However, I do believe that it should enable our
independent base to maximise their standing as
sports specialists and perhaps strengthen what,
in recent years, has been an unstable base.”
Paul Sherratt, McDavid Country Manager
UK & Ireland
“London’s successful 2012 bid is fantastic news
for the whole country and for the future of
sport. It should mean that sport stays near the
top of the public agenda for the next seven
years and hopefully beyond.
“The Games should provide a catalyst for
the development of better facilities, more
commitment to sport and, most importantly,
more active participation in sport at all levels
from people in this country. The long-term legacy
of 2012 will, hopefully, be a significant increase
in the number of people who take up sport at a
recreational and elite level.
“In terms of the sports trade, there should
be a significant upturn as more people become
interested in both playing and watching sport
and needing to purchase the right equipment to
allow them to do that.”
Martin Prothero, Senior Vice-President of
Football, Umbro
“At Saucony we’re all delighted that the
Olympics are coming to London. The increased
focus on sport is not only good for business but
good for the country as a whole.
“The feel-good factor associated with major
sporting events is known to act as a stimulus to
the economy, let alone the more direct boost of
the Games being here in the UK and the inward
investment this will bring.
“More specifically to our business, with
track and field being one of the major sports at
the Olympics and particularly the marathon
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event, the attention these will attract can only
be beneficial to the running market.
“Congratulations to Lord Coe and his team
and bring on 2012.”
Jonathan Quint, Marketing Manager,
Saucony UK
“The successful Olympic bid is an incredible
victory for London. Bringing the Games here will
definitely be excellent for the city. They will help
revive the sports facilities, create jobs and
inspire investment and development in areas
that might have otherwise been neglected.
“Hopefully the Games will inspire children to
play more sports, so that they will live healthier
lives. The Games will be an effective aid in the
national campaign in child obesity. Mitre is
thrilled about the news and we share in the city’s
enthusiasm and excitement about 2012.”
Gary Hibbert, Brand Director Mitre Sports
International
“ASICS UK was delighted to hear the news of
London being awarded the 2012 Games. Not
only will the project deliver significant
infrastructure benefits across sporting disciplines
around the UK, but will be seen to drive home
the positive benefits of sport to the youth of
today.
“The rise in sports participation will
undoubtedly help the UK sports trade with a
projected increase in the consumer base and the
rise in popularity of Olympic sports should see a
strong movement toward track and field, hockey
and court sports products, which will be warmly
welcomed by ASICS, who are well placed in all
these areas.”
Andrew Freeman, Marketing Manager at
ASICS

“I believe that the Olympics will have a huge
effect on the sports industry. Every company
could potentially benefit, whether they are large
or small.
“Ultimately it’s up to individuals to make it
happen, but there will be several spin-offs,
particularly on technical products for the doers
and commodity products for the fans. Best news
this industry has ever received.”
Mike Tomkins, CEO M&M Sports
“When the London 2012 consortium started out
Sebastian Coe stated that there was a mountain
to climb for London’s bid to become a viable
contender as host nation. A huge undertaking
was embarked upon; so many people have
worked so hard to achieve this fantastic result
for London 2012.
“This is a great opportunity for British sport,
everyone within the sports industry has an
opportunity to be a part of this exciting event
and we all have a chance over the next seven
years and beyond to change the face of British
sport.
“But it’s not about us - it’s about giving
sporting ambition to children and their
generation beyond.”
David Westhead, UK Country Manager
Rucanor Sports

“The long-term legacy of
2012 will, hopefully, be a
significant increase in the
number of people who take
up sport at a recreational
and elite level”
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Master your game

Allessio Tacchinardi (Villareal)

KELME is a family owned company based in
Elche, Spain, and with more then 40 years of
expertise in making technical hand crafted footwear,
they certainly know a thing or two about making
professional football boots.
The company embraces traditional values and
prides itself on quality during every stage of the
manufacturing process, with their state of the art
production plant and world head quarter’s producing
professional quality boots for all parts of the globe.
After a very successful first year in the UK sports
market, Kelme are looking forward to another
exciting football season, with the chance to further
establish themselves with the introduction of their
new 2005/06 collection. The popular top of the range
MASTER boot will continue to be the boot of
choice for both amateur and professional players,
and is now available in four new colours including
classic Black/White, White/Black and
limited edition metallic copper and
blue colours.The MASTER
is handmade from one
piece of super soft
kangaroo leather and
comes with FLOT
cushioning in the heel
and the Keme vamp
system for swerve and control.
The boot is designed to offer the
player a combination of superior comfort,
performance fit and leading edge technology – not to
mention style!
Hand made boots start with TRUENO at £69.99
and all Spanish made boots even come with exclusive
Kelme leather cream to keep them in top
condition. For the new season Kelme
has also introduced LIGA SI in
classic soft leather at £49.99 - a
new price point for the
company. With a strict
distribution base, Kelme has
been very well received and
has become firmly established
in the UK as a high quality
football brand.

For the new 2005/06 season, Kelme
welcomes the return of their Paw logo
with the introduction of a new Team wear
collection, including park kits and training
accessories. The Paw logo was originally
made famous in the 1990,s when Kelme
sponsored the mighty Real Madrid for five
seasons.

Josemi (Liverpool)
Top players Raul Bravo (Real Madrid)
Allessio Tacchinardi (Villareal)
J Lloyd Samuel (Aston Villa) and Josemi
at European champions Liverpool F.C, all
choose to wear Kelme boots. And with
discussions taking place with several more
premiership players - keep an eye out for
Kelme next season!
Kelme will offer “all new customers a
‘new account discount’ on any boot
order and also promotional discounts
on Kits and accessories orders” placed
during the month of August.

KELME
ATTITUDE ON THE PITCH
For further information please contact us.
Sales: 01823 325332
email: sales@kelme.co.uk
web: www.kelme.co.uk

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Rackets are currently selling
well at Multisports

Retail Therapy
Steve Green, managing director of Multisports
and Engine-IAC
Steve Green: “Our
customers have been
coming back here for
years because we
offer good honest
advice and service”

Steve Green, a keen golfer and
scuba diver, runs interactive
advertising consultancy Engine-IAC
in London’s Covent Garden. Six
months ago the company acquired
well-established sports outlet
Multisports.
Founded in 1946 as Peters and
Knight, Multisports is a traditional
outlet that sells a broad range of sports
equipment from two branches in
Covent Garden and London Wall with
a total of 11 staff.
Sports Insight: How did you get into
sports retailing?
Steve Green: Engine-IAC was
founded to help retailers set up their
online business and to market that
business and make their ecommerce
channel a profitable one, which many
retailers have problems doing because
they don’t know how to trade online.
We decided to move into
ecommerce and sport and when the
opportunity came up to buy an
established sports shop we jumped at
it because you have to have a high
street presence. The buzzword is
‘clicks and mortar’ - you have a high
street presence and you sell on line as
well.
SI: So you entered the sector from
the other direction: online only to
retail outlet? Usually it’s the other
way around.
SG: Yes, and our biggest challenge
when we came into the business was,
how do we make the retail business
profitable? We didn’t have any
experience in high street retail, only
online commerce.
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SI: How has trade been since you
bought Multisports?
SG: Trade’s been very slow actually,
mainly because we bought the shop out
of administration and the business went
down, but it’s picking back up again.
SI: Current best sellers?
SG: We’ve had a record cricket season
and we’re doing particularly well with
rackets at the moment. You can always
rely on increased sales when the
weather’s hot, just as you can guarantee
when the weather’s bad sales aren’t as
good.
SI: Any national marketing strategies?
SG: Our national marketing strategy is
all online - we’re buying advertising
space on all the major sites, banners,
pop-ups, space on the web, keywords
for search engines, etc.
SI: What advice would you give to
retailers going online?
SG: They have to make sure they have
the ability to service that business they’ve got to get distribution right.
They have to have a dedicated
warehouse, a stock system which can
cope with an e-commerce store and,
very importantly, a good technical
designer who can build the site for
them.
Most sports retailers don’t have
these facilities. They need someone
who knows the technical and
commercial side of the web business.
It’s all very well having a website, but
what do you do when it’s up and
running? You have to get traffic to the
site - if you don’t get visitors to a
website there’s no point having one.

SI: Is it expensive for retailers to use a
consultancy to get online?
SG: For about £1,000 a month you can
get web traffic to your site and keep the
website up and running. I don’t think
there are any brands online who are
really doing it properly apart from M&M
Sports to be honest.
You do get your specialists like
PWC racket sports and a couple of
specialist running sites, but you don’t
really get an online sports retailer who
sells everything from cricket to golf to
snooker to squash to apparel. That‘s
what Multisports is aiming to do.
SI: How do you find out about new
products?
SG: Mainly through the experience of our
shop staff. They’re all specialists in their
own field. We have rugby players, cricket
players, runners and we also have a
library of magazines so we know what’s
coming out. Basically we’re so
passionate about sport that we’re always
on the lookout for new products. We’re
also looking at two buying groups STAG and Intersport.
SI: How do you keep customers coming
back?
SG: Our customers have been coming
back here for years because we offer
good honest advice and service, and
because the staff are very
knowledgeable - and also we don’t
employ chavs in our stores!
SI: What do you feel is the biggest
barrier to doing business?
SG: The biggest barrier to doing business
is Nike. It’s too American-oriented.
They’ve got such an American attitude you buy online, you don’t have a rep,
there’s no advice. Unfortunately you
have to stock Nike. People want to buy
those products so you can’t get around it.
SI: What do you like most about the
business?
SG: What I like the most is that
everybody has a real passion for the
business.
SI: Any final thoughts on the business
for those moving into sports retail?
SG: First of all, they need to differentiate
themselves from the multiples. Or they
need to specialise in a particular area - be
it running, golf, or a specialist sports
discipline. If they don’t do that they
won’t survive. It’s a very tough market.
If you would like to feature in Retail
Therapy call Sports Insight on
01273 719900 or email:
si
siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk

TSIF MEMBER NEWS

New alliance
announced

The Sports Industries Federation signs agreement with major
purchasing consortia Key Alliance
The Sports Industries Federation has
announced the signing of an
agreement with purchasing consortia
Key Alliance. Due to the size of its
purchasing power, Key Alliance is able
to greatly reduce the costs of
Federation members over a wide range
of categories.
Says Jane Montgomery, head of
membership at TSIF: “We have been
working hard to improve the benefits to
our members’ associations and increase
the value for money aspect for our
annual subscriptions. Key Alliance has a
proven track record over many years
with organisations such as ours in
improving individual company’s
profitability.
“Over the coming months we will be
introducing Key Alliance directly to our
associations and encouraging the
members to take advantage of this great
opportunity.”
Lindsay Atkins of Key Alliance
added: “The Key Alliance/Sports
Industries Federation relationship can
bring a new dimension to both
organisations. Key Alliance’s services
complement the Federation ethos
perfectly, as a beneficial business service,
which helps members to reduce costs.

“Key Alliance are excited to be
working with The Sports Industries
Federation on this project and look
forward to meeting with those
members who wish to identify ways in
which they can reduce their ‘non-core’
procurement spend.”

Who is Key Alliance?
Key Alliance is a major purchasing
consortia operating across non-core
categories, enabling organisations of all
sizes to improve their purchasing
arrangements through collaborative
purchasing and rigorous supplier
management.
Key Alliance establishes ‘volume
driven framework agreements’ with
market leading suppliers across many
non-core categories. It works closely
with its members’ senior procurement
staff, almost as an ‘extra pair of hands’,
assisting them in securing the financial
savings, service improvements and
process efficiencies that the framework
agreements can deliver.
The table below highlights a
number of different strategies for
managing non-core procurement and
outlines where we believe Key
Alliance is positioned:

Stay where you are and do NOTHING

Use your own valuable resource and
limited leverage.

Outsource - and lose control?

Key Alliance:
Collective leverage and market intelligence
- proactively managed solutions

What’s involved?
As a member of The Sports Industries Federation this service is provided to you free
of charge. Key Alliance will then use our framework agreements to analyse your
spend to create a cost-effective solution that is tailored to your business needs.
All you need to do is contact Key Alliance or The Sports Industries Federation:
Lindsay Atkins
Jane Montgomery
Key Alliance
The Sports Industries Federation
Iver House
Federation House
Croft Road
NAC
Spencers Wood
Stoneleigh Park
Reading
Warwickshire
RG7 1DR
CV8 2RF
Tel: 01753 714 373
Tel: 024 7641 4999
Email: lindsay.atkins@keyalliance.com
Email: jane@sportslife.org.uk

WHAT THE MEMBERS SAY
“Key Alliance’s
expertise in
coordinating
group
purchasing has enabled them to
develop market leading supplier
solutions for their members. Our
partnership with them gives the
Chamber Members immediate access
to solutions and supplier relationships
which will cut costs and create time.
“Our members will have increased
purchasing power and access to
discount rates from suppliers which
would usually be reserved to large
corporations. The Chamber itself has
already audited the Key Alliance
Stationery Agreement and identified a
saving of 26 per cent.”
Paul Briggs, Group Chief Executive,
Thames Valley Chamber of Commerce
Group
“Greenwich Leisure
Limited, the leisure
industry’s most
successful social
enterprise, is a market leader in the
sports and recreational sector.
However, we are a relatively small
organisation when compared with
some other Key Alliance members.
“Our relationship with Key
Alliance, via SpoRTA, gives us access to
substantial procurement leverage and
shared market expertise, enabling us to
control costs and maximise service
levels in line with the UK’s leading
FTSE100 corporations.”
Greenwich Leisure Ltd
“Collaborative
procurement is
a very efficient
method of sharing expertise and
resource, especially across non-core
categories, which can take up a
disproportionate amount of
management time and effort for
limited return.
“Key Alliance has proven marketleading solutions in many non-core
areas, and Diageo is utilising the Key
Alliance models within its business to
benchmark existing commercial
arrangements and supplier relationship
models. In my opinion, Key Alliance is
the leading player in its field and offers
a unique, innovative approach to noncore sourcing.”
Alan Tennant, Procurement Category
Manager, Facilities, UK and Ireland,
Diageo

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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60 SECONDS

60
Seconds

Nigel Dyer, Business Development
Director at Sports & Leisure UK

Can you tell us about Sports & Leisure
UK, when & why was it formed?
The business was founded in 1988 by Ann’s
late husband John Hardy, a retired chartered
accountant who was looking for a new
business venture.
John already had experience of buying
groups through his professional relationship
with an original Intersport member, so
realised the opportunity available to him by
purchasing the concept from STAG. The
two businesses ran side by side for five
years until the two Johns decided to go their
separate ways. Thus SportsUK was
established.
SportsUK flourished through the
nineties up until John’s passing in 2002.
The business was then put on hold for about
six months until Ann made the decision
regarding her future. Support and phone
calls from both members and suppliers
convinced her that she should continue and
develop the group. Following a number of
changes within the business, the new
limited company was born in June 2003
shortly after I had come on board, having
spent 19 years with Intersport.
With the members, the suppliers and the
personnel in place, the foundations were
laid to take the business forward.
What makes Sports & Leisure UK
different from other buying groups?
Three things:
1. Our way of doing business: we never
underestimate the role we play in the
trading transactions between our members
and suppliers. Customer service is and has
to be rock solid, delivering real added
value to both parties.
It’s not only our role to support the
retailer behind the counter, but also in
other areas of their business by providing
quality services at competitive rates.
Similarly, we have to actively support
group suppliers by helping to increase
their sales and profitability, guarantee their
payment and save them money on admin
costs. Cost-effective lines of
communication are key to ensuring that
the right brands/products are getting to
members at the right prices.
In essence, The S&L UK way of
doing business is by putting our members
and suppliers first, straight talking and
no ‘bull’.
2. The internet: The group’s website was
launched late 2004 and amongst other
18
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things features the online SportsUK Store.
The products retailed are our member’s.
Running an effective ecommerce retail
operation is not cheap, either in terms of
money or time. And most independents
simply don’t have the resources to do it
effectively, so that’s where we come in; we
make it easy and profitable for them.
The trade part of the site has now gone
live and already there’s been a huge amount
of interest from both members and
suppliers. Entry is through secure log-in and
offers unique services to both sides of the
group. Eighteen months ago only 20 per
cent of our members were online, now
there’s over 80 per cent.
3. Giving something back. We believe the
more kids there are playing sport the greater
the opportunities for our - members,
suppliers and S&L UK’s - business. The
active sports participant is our core
customer and must not be allowed to
transfer to our multiple or supermarket
competitors. They do their bit to promote
sport to young people - this group is playing
its part.
Through the John Hardy Trust we have
close links with UK Youth, the country’s
largest youth charity with over 750,000
members and volunteers. The Trust is
funded through contributions from the
profits of the online store, plus supplier
contributions and shortly from funds
received through the UK Auction House.
The group thanks all our suppliers who
have donated sporting memorabilia for
auction - especially Pentland, who gave us a
signed England Mitre Ball used at the last
game played at Wembley.
How many members do you have?
Approximately 100 and that’s continuing to
grow. New members have to be right for us
and, of course, we have to be right for them.
Above all, we are a performance business
dealing with performance retailers and
brands. Due consideration is given to
geographical location and the ability to pay
is of course prerequisite. Having said that,
we have helped many existing and indeed
new members manage their way through
challenging periods of their businesses. In
fact, being members of the group simplifies
the running of their accounts enormously.
How is trade for your retail members?
There’s no easy answer because we’re such
a broad church - and that’s within a

performance sports business. Undoubtedly,
members who specialise in a small number
of sports, say three or four, know their
customers, know their product, stock the
leading brands and latest products, so
continue to do well.
The high street is tough and whilst there
are exceptions our members don’t operate in
a vacuum.
What are the best selling lines?
During the first half of the year running, and,
albeit late, cricket have been particularly
strong. Football and rugby motor on for 12
months of the year, with teamwear and
trophies increasing all the time. July and
August are the biggest two months for a lot
of members. It will be interesting to see
when ‘back to school’ starts and how long it
goes on for.
What is the most important area of your
organisation?
Service, service and service. Sports &
Leisure UK prides itself on its
professionalism. Due care and consideration
is shown to each and every one of our
trading partners, no matter how big or small.
We have to be user-friendly to both members
and suppliers - so we make sure we are.
Can you tell us about the trade show
you run?
As far as this goes, we’re the new kids on
the block. November 2004 saw the group’s
first show for 10 years. It had to be. Telford
was struggling to meet expectations and,
despite subsequent efforts to work with our
competitors on a national event, self interest
prevailed. Consequently, our 2005 show will
be held at Stoneleigh near Coventry on
October 5.
Exhibitors attending have increased by
30 per cent with all our key suppliers
represented. We learned a lot from our first
event and listened to the comments from all
parties. Moving the date to October means
the timing is good for soccer, with many
ranges being launched early due to World
Cup 2006, and particularly for SS06 ranges,
cricket and tennis with of course any lastminute Christmas business.
The group does not make money out of
the show, that’s not the reason for doing it.
The aim is to provide a vehicle that is
conducive to members doing business with,
and meeting, our suppliers. The number of
visitors is scheduled to be almost double that
of 2004 so it really will be a great day for all
concerned.
For further information on Sports &
Leisure UK call 01977 662861 or visit
si
www.sports-uk.co.uk
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Get on your bike in comfort
COMFORT SADDLE COMPANY AND THE RQ8 SUSPENSION SYSTEM
Whilst the benefits of cycling are well known and
frequently expressed, most people will offer a single
cause as the reason for not continuing with it as their
regular exercise - it’s a pain in the bum!
The Comfort Saddle Company was formed as a
result of its founder’s belief that a seat could be
designed that did not depend upon using the
rider’s crotch as a pivot point. As a consultant
to the orthopaedic industry, Brian Cox was
well qualified to determine a solution. His
belief was substantiated by analysing the
pelvic movement in a person whilst
walking upstairs (an activity closely
related to cycling without the
encumbrance of rigid metalwork in
the groin). Measurement of this
movement clearly demonstrates a
side-to-side rocking, coupled with
some small amount of sideways
movement. This swaying
movement is greatly hindered
on most conventional
bicycle seats (totally so
on some).
The answer
was to
incorporate
the

swaying function into the seat by
means of a patented suspension system
- a double wishbone type that allows a
radial movement about a centre point
above the rider’s seat; this matches the
motion of the seat to the rider
throughout the entire pedalling motion.
The result gives a more efficient and
balanced ride.
The RQ8 suspension system has
been designed to allow a retro-fit to
most models of bicycle seat.
One of the secondary benefits of
the RQ8 design is that it does not
require the rider to balance on the horn
of a bicycle seat. With this in mind the
“hornless” Comfort Saddle was also
developed for those who - quite rightly
- worry about damaging the soft
network of neural and vascular tissue
in the groin - an area of the body
naturally defended by the pelvis that a
conventional horned saddle is perfectly
designed to defeat.
The recommended retail prices are
£14.95 for the RQ8 suspension system
alone or £39.95 for the Comfort
Saddle complete with RQ8
suspension.
For more information look at our
websites at www.rq8.co.uk and
www.comfortsaddle.co.uk or call
freephone 0800 6120 963

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Leading the Field
Building on its technical socks success, HILLY is launching
a complete new summer and autumn collection
Designed by running legend Dr Ron Hill,
MBE, who has a PhD in Textile Chemistry, a
string of athletic achievements, including
European and Commonwealth marathon gold
medals, and over 145,000 miles of running
under his belt, it is hardly surprising that
HILLY's range of running socks are leading
the field in terms of design, technical
innovation and performance.
The company is continually striving to
enhance its products with new technologies
and developments and works closely with
many of the world's leading companies. Next
year will see the launch of new styles, which,
according to managing director, Graham
Richards, “Are very exciting and innovative.”
The complete range of socks are manufactured in the UK.

independent testers. In addition, the company
works closely with several of the UK's leading
university Sport and Technology Departments,
who add valuable scientific back-up.
Says Graham Richards: “We are experiencing
a significant increase in demand for our
products, which is a reflection of the hard
work that everyone has put into developing
the brand in terms of the products, quality
and service.”

Padded Training

Twin Skin Anklet

Comprehensive Range
HILLY is not only focusing on technical
socks, but is building on the success of its
range of running accessories with a complete
new collection for later this summer and
autumn. The range will include neoprene
accessories, bags, water carriers, hats, gloves
and reflectives.

Padded Socklet

Super Racer Plus Socklet
Multi-Pouch Belt and
Neoprene Phone Wallet
All HILLY products are extensively tested
prior to launch, not only by its staff, who are
all runners themselves, but also by a group of

For further information on or stockist details call

0161 366 8207
or visit www.hillyclothing.co.uk

WHAT’S HOT

Everlast Fitness Range
Anthony May, National Account Manager at Starcase UK,
distributor of the Everlast brand in the UK, talks us
through the offering

Can you give us some
background on the range?
The Everlast fitness range is a
comprehensive range of handheld
exercise products, with the emphasis
being on home use. The product range
covers a number of general exercise
items, ie skip ropes, handgrips and
weights for both genders.
It also has a large bias towards
pilates, especially within the women’s
range, where a number of lines focus on
pilates and its use of resistance. The
range has been massively successful in
the USA and we expect similar success
here in the UK as the UK consumer
continues to monitor and work on his or
her fitness.
Key features and benefits?
The key feature of the range is NPD products like the ab toner, armor abs
and fitness ring are all new products
developed with our consumer in mind
and are products that add interest to
home exercise. Our competitors tend to
maintain a core offer but little in the
way of newness, which we consider to
be all-important within the category.
The major benefits of using our
products is in improving fitness and
wellbeing. Another major benefit is that
the bulk of our products can be utilised
in the home or office, with the
minimum of space being taken up, and
they are very convenient.

How is it marketed?
The products will be marketed via the
independent sports sector, multiple
sports sector and also department
stores.
What is the most effective way a
retailer can market the products?
We aim to provide a fully coordinated
in-store display module to support the
retailer in getting the Everlast message
across to the consumer.
For further information call Starcase
on 01905 342900.
Fax: 01905 342910.
Email: enquiries@starcase.co.uk

Why has the range sold so well?
Good quality branding supported with
good products at an affordable price at
a time when everyone wants to keep fit.
Who is the range aimed at?
Men and women aged 18 and upwards.

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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What’s New

THE LATEST LINES FROM THE WORLD’S LEADING MANUFACTURERS

Pioneer Trading Company
Emu oil hit the headlines in the UK in 2003 after Paula Radcliffe claimed it
helped her get over injuries she had obtained prior to her world record
breaking run in the Flora London Marathon. Since then the oil has become
one of the most talked about remedies available today and is being used and
praised by many of the top names in sport, from Premiership footballers and
international rugby players to Olympic athletes, world-class runners and
triathletes.
Famed for its powerful soothing properties, Golden Emu Oil is used as a
muscle and joint rub and its quick absorption, long-lasting effect and suitability
for all skin types has quickly made it a favourite with those who suffer from
aches and pains.
Building on the success of Golden Emu Oil, the Pioneer Trading Company,
which owns the brand, has just launched Blue Active Gel.
Blue Active Gel combines Golden Emu Oil with other natural ingredients
known for their claimed anti-inflammatory and pain relieving properties to
create a muscle and joint rub that is ideal for use straight after any kind of
physical activity. The gel acts to cool the affected area immediately, whilst
retaining Golden Emu Oil’s longer lasting soothing effects.
Blue Active Gel has been received to much acclaim by the sports market,
having been used by Reebok to help promote its Premier Series range of
running shoes and getting praise from some of the UK’s top sporting
publications.
Both products are available directly from the Pioneer Trading Company by
calling 01526 344971/345613. For a short time only it is offering new trade
customers six free bottles of Blue Active Gel with a first order of 12.

Gossypium Yogawear
Gossypium Yogawear is made from organic and fair-trade
cotton grown by cotton farmers in India - the very place from
which yoga originates.
The collection includes vests, leggings and Gossypium’s
best-selling fold-over waist trousers. All products are cut
generously to enable freedom of movement. Wholesale prices
range from £8-£15 and RRPs from £16-£35. Colours include
black, unbleached, deep red and slate. Products are available
in sizes 8-18 and Gossypium offers a stock service.
For a wholesale pack call 0800 0856549 or email
sales@gossypium.co.uk
The full collection can be viewed at www.gossypium.co.uk
and will be showing at The Yoga Show this September.

.Amabilia

HPRC protective cases

CPS Partnership Ltd has been appointed
the sole UK distributor for the Amabilia
HPRC range of cases.
These high quality and rugged
watertight protective cases have a built-in
purge system and are currently used in
many military, manufacturing,
photographic and sporting applications.
The recommended retail prices range from
£20 to £200. Cases can be supplied empty
or with cubed foam inserts or an internal
Cordura Dupont bag. The three larger
cases are available with or without
wheels.
For further information contact CPS
Partnership Ltd on: 01424 442663
Email: nathan@cpspartnership.com
Web: www.hprccases.com

Model
2100
2300
2400
2500
2550
2600
2700
22
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Internal(mm)
215
305
380
450
510
480
550

150
230
265
320
285
360
460

External(mm)
95
145
150
175
200
200
205

235
335
405
480
545
510
590

190
290
330
385
350
420
525

105
155
165
190
230
215
225

Elite hydration
& nutrition from Nathan
In the swim
Aqua Sphere, a subsidiary of Aqua Lung
International, has now created a UK
subsidiary. Its excellent range of competitively
priced high performance swim equipment
includes 180-degree wide-angled goggles
and masks and a comprehensive mid-price
snorkel range for adults and kids.
The proven ‘Kaiman’ is globally acclaimed
as the finest hydrodynamic goggle on the
market and combines a traditional look with
state-of-the-art materials. Its two lenses offer
uninterrupted visibility that is practically
identical to normal vision out of the water,
and the unique watertight Softeril seal is
supremely soft, comfortable and water tight.
Offering unrivalled construction quality,
Kaiman prices start at only £9 SRP - making
these goggles a great buy for any level of
swimmer and offering the retailer a great
margin for little display space.
To improve your incremental swim sales
this summer call Aqua Sphere UK on
01254 278873 or visit
www.aquasphereuk.co.uk

Elite but not elitist is the new range of
hydration and nutrition packs from running
specialist Nathan.
Easy access hydration bottles and flasks held in
breathable, feather-light materials teamed with bounce-free
designs, this range of packs allows athletes to customise their own
solutions whilst redefining their limits, whether it be training for a marathon or heading out for a hike.
Nathan’s exclusive XTS Cradle contours to the body while the moisture wicking backing draws moisture
away. The limited stretch waistbelt moves, stretches and retracts to the natural movements of the body. The
bottles themselves have textured grip surfaces, finger loop with spring-loaded carabiner and a wide mouth for
easy cleaning and filling. SRP: £19.99-£34.99.
Contact 1000 Mile Sportswear on 01923 242233 or visit www.1000mile.co.uk for more information.

The Wholesaler UK
Launched in 1999, The Wholesaler UK is an online trade directory
aimed at independent retailers looking for UK-based suppliers.
Although old in internet terms, the directory offers a new and very cost-effective way for sportswear and
sports equipment manufacturers to reach the independent retail sector. With many high street retailers facing
an uncertain future and suppliers competing for dwindling markets, now is the time for manufacturers to find
new ways of reaching their target market and take advantage of the growing use of the internet as a
promotional tool.
Retailers enjoy unrestricted, free access to the directory listing UK-based wholesalers with product
descriptions, contact details and website links. New advertisers benefit from a free trial and the opportunity to
reach hundreds of bonafide trade buyers from as little as £1 a day.
For more information contact Dave Heasman or Sue Nayler on 01608 811194 or visit
www.thewholesaler.co.uk

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Rucanor Table Tennis range

Toshiba technology
Ashton Under Lyne Golf Club has installed a cashless club
membership card system with the help of Direct Business Equipment
and Toshiba technology
Says Club Treasurer, Mike Haughton: “We are extremely pleased
with the benefits that the system has brought to both the members
and to the efficient running of the club. Our members value the card
system with its automatic 15 per cent bar discount, giving them the
confidence that their balances are 100 per cent accurate at all times
and removing the need to carry large amounts of cash.
“The reliability and robustness of the hardware is extremely
impressive and the low total cost of ownership was an important
consideration in our selection process - return on investment is key
when we are making a major investment on behalf of our members.
“The future proofing element built into the card system by
Direct Business Equipment means that the club is ready to
improve security for members using their existing cards - all
that is required is the fitting of access points. The system is
scalable, so that other areas of the club, such as the proshop or catering, can be easily integrated should we wish to do so
in the future.”
Tel: 0870 8907200. Email: marketing@toshibatec-eu.co.uk
Website: www.toshibatec-eu.com

Rucanor Sports has launched an improved table tennis range.
With bats from the entry-level model Toru with ‘pimples out’,
through to the ITTF-approved 6 star model TTB160 with reversed rubber, 6mm
plywood blade and 2.2mm sponge, there is a bat for players at all levels.
All bats - even the Toru - are presented in an attractive nylon carry case, with a
technical sheet visible through the clear front showing the specifications for the full
range of bats to enable the customer to make their selection.
Also available are two and four-player recreation sets with bats, balls, net and
posts included, plus a range of balls from the traditional gross through to a
seamless 3 star ITTF approved match ball.
The Rucanor table tennis range is already proving a success for a number of
retailers, who have recognised that there are good margins to be made by offering
products from a company who may not yet be an established table tennis brand,
but who can supply comparable quality goods from stock at realistic prices.
Hotline number: 0845 230 0147. Email: uk@rucanor.com Web: www.rucanor.com

Free from TAG Heuer
TAG Heuer has recently announced a significant
upgrade for its range of precision sports timers.
Whilst these devices already represented good
value with excellent performance and quality, they
need to be used in conjunction with specialist
software in order to get the best results from them.
TAG Heuer is now offering its own high quality
software, which can be downloaded from the
internet free of charge, for use with its timing
devices. Existing software users can upgrade their software
to the latest version, but it is recommended that they
contact the UK dealer, Sports Timing Services, before doing
so in order to seek guidance.
For information on the range of TAG Heuer products
ring Sports Timing Services on 08700 110686 or visit
www.sportstimingservices.com

Vitalstock Ltd
Vitalstock Ltd is committed to introducing new, innovative products from premier
golf brands for distribution in the UK and Europe. This is the company that was
responsible for launching the revolutionary Lift Tee, developed by internationally
renowned Tabata and used on professional tours. The Lift Tee adds an average of
10 yards to a drive and has now become the UK’s best-selling alternative tee.
Expanding its range, Vitalstock has now included a selection of superior
practice and training aids, featuring Tabata’s sought-after swing trainers and
putting mats.
Recently Vitalstock launched Neox eyewear, which has been designed to
provide flawless clarity on and off the golf course. Endorsed by PGA teaching pro
Butch Harmon, Neox are a comfortable and fashionable means to benefit from
the maximum visible light possible.
Continuing to break the mould, Vitalstock is just about to release
its latest find, Jellygolf, a new line of accessories designed to
ensure tees are kept safe, clubs are kept clean and greens
remain immaculate.
For more information contact Vitalstock on
020 8870 6953, email:
customerservice@vitalstock.co.uk or visit
www.vitalstock.co.uk
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TKC Sales Ltd – Airsports
products are flying out!
TKC Sales may be a new name to many
in the Sports Trader Network.
However, as a successful wholesale
distribution business in extreme sports
and leisure goods, the company has
actually been operating since 1989 in
some very specialist niche markets

Kites and Kitesurfing
Starting with one exclusive distribution
contract for an American kite brand,
TKC is now the dominant multi-brand
distributor of kites in the UK. From its
heritage in kites, TKC quickly
embraced and developed the new sport
of Kitesurfing in the UK in 1999,
distributing the original Wipika and FOne brands, but also playing a
significant part in developing the sport
safely by establishing the British Kite
Surfing Association, which has a
current membership of over 3,000.

Specialist Street Sports
As well as manufacturing its own
range of skateboards hardware and
software, TKC also holds distribution
of Rollerblade and Razors inline skates
plus some of the biggest core brands of
clothing and accessories.

Airsports
With the growth of it’s Kite business,
TKC has attracted some very
successful alternative active product
brands including Discraft sports discs
and Aerobie, which, together with
their Kite offering, has increased
distribution into the Toy and Outdoor
market with big name customers such
as John Lewis, Next Retail, Hamleys,
Blacks and Cotswold Outdoors.

Outdoor Sports
As the business continued to grow,
TKC was appointed distributor of
Rollerblade and Nordica in 2002,
opening new markets and requiring
new expertise.

A whole lot of Lowa going on
In 2003 TKC were absolutely
delighted to be selected by Lowa as its
new UK distributor. With eighty
years experience in mountain
footwear, Lowa, the number one
outdoor footwear brand in Germany,
Austria and Switzerland, and one of
the biggest footwear brands in Europe,
fitted well into TKC’s exceptional
portfolio of top-end brands.

A Bright Future
Three years ago, TKC relocated to
larger facilities in Keynsham, near
Bristol, combining their offices and
warehousing facilities. Looking
towards the future, TKC is
committed to achieving
further development and
growth in all the brands it
is responsible for, by
providing excellence and
professionalism in the
service they deliver.
For further information
on TKC Sales Ltd or
any of the brands
mentioned here, please
call TKC on 0870 870
0150 or email
sales@tkcsales.co.uk
TKC Sales Ltd, Unit5
Ashmead Industrial
Estate, Keynsham, Bristol
BS31 1TZ
www.sports-insight.co.uk
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IN SEASON RUGBY

Rugby

www.sportindustry.biz

Gilbert Xact
product range
The Xact product
range has been
developed to support
the technological
advancements of
Gilbert’s world-class rugby balls:
■ The Xact Pro boot is designed to
work in conjunction with the Xact
ball to deliver the ultimate in kicking
performance.
■ Xact protection, with integrated moisture
management, guarantees that the wearer stays cool and
protected.
■ Xact apparel uses breathable fabrics and thermally
sealed seams and manufacturing techniques used in
other sports to guarantee player comfort in all
conditions.
■ The Xact logo is the Gilbert guarantee of excellence and confirms
that, whatever the product you choose, it has been ‘Created To
Perform’.
For further information call 01580 880 357 or visit
www.gilbertrugby.com
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STORE SECURITY

You’re nicked
With shelves full of high value goods, in-store
security is now more of a priority than ever before
Words by: Dave Howell
Store security continues to be one of
the most important issues for any
retailer. Recent figures from the
European Retail Theft Barometer
indicated that the UK continues to
have one of the worst stock
shrinkage figures in Europe, with
over 80 per cent of shrinkage being
attributed to theft. This equates to
£1,850 million last year alone.
What’s more, in a recent survey
carried out by Penderford High
School over 45 per cent of 11-13year-olds stated that they had stolen
goods from shops, with over half of
the goods stolen being clothing.

Light fingers
Sports retailing has the added
disadvantage of not only selling some
high ticket items, but items that are
also very fashionable and desirable.
It’s no surprise that the vast majority
of items stolen are clothing, with a
high proportion of that being sports
fashion related.
Combating shrinkage should be
one of your top priorities, as it can
have a dramatic effect on your
turnover. The difficulty is, of course,
how you protect your stock with a
cost-effective system that doesn’t
damage it and is easily removed after

“The key to good security is to try and put
yourself in the shoes of a thief”

a purchase. There are many systems
in place that all use a similar
technology - items are electronically
tagged and your store’s entrance is
guarded by an electronic scanner that
alerts you to any goods being illegally
removed. These systems are often
called perimeter defence systems and
can give you some peace of mind as
you attempt to protect at least your
high-ticket items from theft.
The key to good security is to try
and put yourself in the shoes of a
thief. How would you go about
stealing an item? Are the security tags
that you currently use easy to
remove? If they are, then any
detection system you have in place
could instantly be rendered
defenceless if there is no tag to detect.
What about the layout of your
store? Look for areas that are not
easily monitored from your till
position. Could someone tamper with
your stock out of sight of you and
your CCTV system? And speaking of
CCTV, are there any blind spots in
your store? And do you monitor your
changing areas? It’s easy to overlook
simple changes you can make to your
security set-up, but if you look closely

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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©ADT

ADT has a complete
RFID solution, along with
other more traditional
means of security

©Securiplan

at every aspect of your store with a
view to beefing up security you will
see many areas for improvement.
Surveillance equipment can
certainly help you monitor the floor
space of your store, but having a good
pair of trained eyes on your
merchandise is even better. The instore security guard has been a familiar
part of the high street for many years.
If you’ve been considering hiring this
kind of security the good news is that
the level of training that you can expect
from the personnel that you employ
has dramatically increased recently.
From next March all security
personnel will have to undertake
mandatory training if they are to
achieve accreditation by the Security
Industry Association. What this means
is that when you hire any security
personnel you can be confident that
they have full training, including
conflict management.
CCTV and electronic tagging
should be in your armoury of
security measures, but so should
security personnel if you can
afford their services

28
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Big brother is watching
One of the security technologies that
have been covered in news stories for
the past couple of years is the RFID
tag. What at first glance seem to be
little more than super barcodes have
become a contentious issue for many
consumers, who are concerned about
their privacy if the use of this
technology was to become
widespread in retail outlets.
A survey carried out by the
consultants Capgemini in the UK,
France, Germany and the Netherlands
concluded that over half of the 2,000
people surveyed expressed concerns
about their privacy if this technology
was implemented. Ard Jan Vetham,
Capgemini’s principal consultant on
RFID, told the BBC: “Acceptance of
new technologies always has a tipping
point at which consumers believe that
benefits outweigh concerns. With the

“Surveillance equipment can certainly help you monitor
the floor space of your store, but having a good pair of
trained eyes on your merchandise is even better”

The RFID tag is slowly
becoming cost-effective

WHAT IS RFID?

©Linksys

right RFID approach and ongoing
communication with consumers the
industry can reach this point.”
RFID technology has reduced in
price recently, but at the moment it is
still too expensive to be rolled out
for all merchandise. It’s likely that
RFID tagging will grow as a stock
control mechanism, but for wider
use in the retail space it’s some
distance off.
If the consumer can be won over
the benefits for you as a retailer
could be manifold, as Jim Patterson,
managing director of AC Controls,
describes: “There are very mixed
opinions at present - the hype is far
greater than the reality. The systems
in use are of interest in high value
applications where the costs of the
RFID technology is not a major
factor compared to the potential
savings from reducing
losses and shrinkage.

“I don’t expect that RFID
technology will become a major
player in the general retail market
much before 2010. Costs need to
come down substantially and
technology needs to be more
reliable.”
So it looks like your store’s use
of existing EAS (Electronic Article
Surveillance) technology tagging and
stock control via the humble barcode
will continue for several years yet.
However, in an attempt to standardise
the technology that is used in RFID
tagging an international organisation
has been set-up.
EPCglobal has designed what it
calls an EPC (Electronic Product
Code) that can be used to identify
any product in the supply chain.
The Gen 2 standard was approved
in December of last year and is
likely to form the basis of future

The wireless IP camera from
Linksys can be used over the
internet, allowing you to
check your premises from
your home PC or mobile
phone

©Tibbett & Britten

“If you’ve tagged any of your pets with a
microchip, this is RFID technology in action”

Dating back to the late 1960s, Radio
Frequency Identification is not a new
technology. RFID is really an umbrella
term that covers any system that
uses radio waves as a means of
identifying goods that have been
suitably tagged.
The technology has now been
perfected and is coming down in
price. The wholesale use of the
technology is a few years off yet, but
it’s coming to your store soon. If
you’ve tagged any of your pets with
a microchip, this is RFID technology
in action.
RFID tags come in two varieties.
If the microchip and antenna also
have a battery, they are called
‘active’ tags. If they don’t have a
battery, they are called ‘passive’
tags. The system works by what are
called ‘interrogators’ detecting any
tags within the range of the
electromagnetic signal that they
emit. The practical upshot of this is
that if an item from your store has an
RFID tag and someone tries to leave
without paying for it, the tag can be
detected and the alarm sounds.
The use of these tags at first sight
might not seem that revolutionary,
but when you consider that a
basketful of goods could be instantly
scanned at your till point without the
items being individually passed over a
scanner, as with the current barcode
system, and that anyone hiding any
goods under their jacket or in their
bag can’t hide the RFID tag’s
signature from the scanner, you can
see how this technology could
revolutionise how your store operates.
Costs are still relatively high
when using tags with low-ticket price
items, so the barcode will still be used
for these items. However, as costs
reduce RFID tags will certainly
become a major player in the high
street.
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Steve Boyden, Group Managing Director of Securiplan plc

Steve Boyden joined
Securiplan as Group
Managing Director in
2004. He was
formerly MD of
Midas Retail Security
Group - a company he founded - and
brought with him a wealth of security
industry experience and expertise,
particularly in the areas of covert
operations and loss prevention
consultancy.
Security and combating theft is
very important for retailers. How
much of a deterrent to
shoplifting do you think in-store
security guards provide?
Security officers provide a vital
deterrent so long as they are of a high
calibre and have been given the right
retail specific training. It’s simply not
enough to employ people who will just
stand at the entrance to a store. You
need proactive, alert officers who have
been trained to a high standard and
will make a real difference to the
retailer.
At Securiplan we’re now
developing market-leading initiatives
which see our officers effectively
managing stock loss programmes for
our blue chip retail customers. These
new initiatives have been proven to
greatly reduce stock losses.
If a retailer was looking at using
security guards what advice
would you give them when it
comes to choosing a company to
supply their guards?
Make sure the company you choose
really does specialise in retail guarding.
There’s a huge different between retail
and corporate security. The skill sets are
completely different and retail security
officers need to have strong people
skills and retail specific training. Check
that the security company you are
planning to use has a dedicated retail
training plan and a proven track record
in the sector. In reality, few companies
are able to offer this level of expertise.

“Fighting crime in your store is a
constant battle, but you are far
from powerless”
30
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RFID technologies. In fact, the
development of the standard has
prompted Wal-Mart and its ASDA chain
to change its stand on RFID technology
and is now rolling out these tags across
its stores.
For you as a sports retailer, the cost
of the tagging system is the major
factor at the moment, as Jim Patterson

What kind of training do store
guards usually receive?
At Securiplan our officers are given a
minimum of six days’ retail specific
training. Their course is split into two
parts - a four-day course run by the
National Open College Network to
gain SIA accreditation and a minimum
of two days’ on-site training. Our fourday SIA accredited course gives each
officer three days’ training on his/her
role and responsibilities, plus one day’s
training on conflict management. Our
on-site training is tailored to the
individual requirements of each retail
customer.
Sports retailing is today more
about fashion than anything else.
As a consequence of this, the
goods that these stores sell are
very attractive to thieves. Have
you found an increase in the use
of your guards by this sector?
Sports retailers are increasingly using
our security officers to help reduce
shrinkage. However, retail customers
such as JD Sports are very aware of
the appeal of their products and are
taking proactive steps to control
shrinkage stock loss. As a result, JD
Sports has one of the lowest levels of
shrinkage in the high street.
Do you think that technology
such as RFID will eventually make
security guards obsolete, or do
you think that there will always
be a need for a physical presence
when it comes to retail security?
There will always be a need for a
physical presence, but we are convinced
that using both technology and highly
training security officers is the way
forward. Securiplan is committed to
using technology to ensure we provide
our customers with the very best service
and we’re actively developing new
stock loss initiatives with our customers.
Our training programme also
ensures that all our security officers
know how to use the new technology
that’s being introduced.

explains: “In my opinion, the benefits for
the average sports store application of the
technology would not justify the costs at
present. It’s difficult to give an estimate
on average costs, as the tags can vary
from 60p to £6 or more. Estimates for an
independent store could vary enormously
and the cost and effectiveness of the tags
is the biggest variant.”

Nicked QX
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Gerit Wassink, RFID general manager, ADT Europe

Gerrit Wassink has
more than 20 years’
experience in the
global supply chain
industry. He has
worked for companies such as FedEx,
TNT, Marconi and General Electric.
During his time with Marconi,
Wassink was involved with developing
RFID solutions to increase supply
chain visibility. He has recently joined
ADT to head up its European RFID
business unit.
RFID tagging is the new way for
retailers to protect their goods
from theft. What do you think
are the main advantages over
the established EAS systems?
Radio Frequency Identification is a
technology that helps deliver
transparency across the supply chain.
Currently, RFID offers the greatest
benefits to organisations further up
the chain than retailers in the
manufacturing, warehousing and
distribution phases.
This is because the development
of RFID tagging technology has
focussed mainly on the ‘case’ and
‘pallet’ level. Large retailers such as
Tesco in the UK and Wal-Mart in the
US are implementing RFID
programmes to help them manage
their supply chains more effectively.
RFID will only begin to have a real
impact on the shop floor when ‘item’
level tagging is introduced. This is still
some way off and unlikely to become
a reality in the short term.
Personal privacy issues have
been at the heart of the debate
over the use of RFID tags. Where
do you stand in this debate?
It will be some time until RFID at item
level becomes a reality. As a result, it
will remain a technology confined to
the distribution chain and consumers
will not be exposed to RFID tags
when they buy products on the shop
floor.

IP cameras, which have been
primarily designed for home security,
can be used by any size of retailer.
Operating very much like CCTV,
these digital cameras can be
strategically placed anywhere in your
premises and used just like a CCTV
camera, but with a connection to the
internet they can link directly back to

Current concerns over privacy appear
to be based on a lack of real
understanding as to how this technology is
being used. ADT feels that these concerns
are unfounded at this stage. When item
level tagging does become a reality,
appropriate consumer data protection will
of course be required.
What reaction have you had from
UK retailers looking for a better
system than their current EAS
implementation?
At all stages, from manufacturer and
distribution through to the retailer and
customer, pressure is growing to protect
margins by maintaining transparency and
security for products in this sector. Losses
from retail crime decreased by £700
million between 2002 and 2003, which
shows modern security solutions really are
working.
Reducing loss is good news, but
increasingly businesses demand more
valuable management information about
how, and why, shrinkage is occurring. Up
until now this simply hasn’t been
available, but new Smart EAS technology
is helping to provide intelligence that
enables businesses to reduce shrinkage
further. We are seeing increasing interest
from retail customers in making Smart
EAS a core element of their evolving loss
prevention strategy.
RFID technology cannot offer a
complete solution, but how does
this technology fit into a retailer’s
overall security and stock control
needs?
Above all, RFID enables businesses to
meet changing consumer demands. The
modern astute consumer is no longer a
homogenous being that can be easily
predicted. Instead, the fragmented nature
of modern life for many has meant that
retailers and manufacturers increasingly
need to adapt to changing consumer
trends. RFID is a key factor in enabling
this by allowing retailers and
manufacturers to be more dynamic and
responsive in meeting customer demands.

your computer at home. What’s more,
with systems available from companies
like Linksys you can also set up your
IP cameras to contact you on your
mobile phone if any motion is detected
out of office hours. Wireless
technology is now very cost-effective
for your home so why not extend it to
your business?

Together, EAS, Smart EAS and RFID
are working to combat shrinkage. But
they do much more than this. They are
the next generation of technology
providing essential management
information to loss prevention teams
and senior management. The future of
security in the retail industry is no
longer about knowing that shrinkage
happens - it’s about understanding
how and providing smart solutions to
solve it.
What advice would you give to a
retailer who was looking at RFID
technology for the first time
with the view to implementing
it in their store?
Significant recent developments such
as the Tesco RFID project are
encouraging steps forward for RFID
implementation here in the UK.
However, challenges are ahead for all
businesses if the benefits are to be
fully realised.
RFID has been positioned by many
as the Holy Grail for supply chain
management and control. However,
much of the background noise and
speculation regarding what RFID can
achieve obscures the real issues of
practical implementation and
deliverable results.
Businesses of all forms, from
retailers to manufacturers, can
sometimes feel overwhelmed by RFID
and the implications of a technology
that is still young but developing at a
startling rate. It is clear, however, that
the potential implications for gaining a
competitive advantage offered by RFID
cannot be ignored.
Selecting a suitable partner for
implementing an RFID project is of
critical importance to a project’s
success. The number of experts who
claim to offer the perfect RFID solution
for a business can be confusing. The
business case for implementing RFID
also needs to be clear. Indeed, the
process of choosing the RFID partner
to implement the project will in itself
help to scrutinise the project’s business
rationale and make sure it is a success.

Fighting crime in your store is a
constant battle, but you are far from
powerless. With some common-sense
changes to your store layout and the
appropriate placement of surveillance
equipment, you can easily reduce shrinkage
in your store. Theft can never be completely
eradicated, but improving your store’s
overall security is money well spent.
si
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BRANDING

Anatomy of a brand
If you understand the brands you sell, and the
people that buy them, you will benefit from
higher profits and satisfied customers
Words by: Dave Howell
As a sports retailer you know the
power that brands can have over
the customers that move through
your store each day. In today’s
society brands are all-powerful, but
over the last few years in particular
brands have come to realise that
they now exist in an evolving world.
This now contains new
consumers that have different values
and view brands in completely new
ways. Brands also realise that they
have to make a closer connection with
their customers if they are to maintain
their market share. If you as a
frontline advocate of a brand can
understand modern brand
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management, you can better serve
your customers and see a healthy
return on your investment.

Building the brand
The brands that your customers are
attracted to have spent several years
building their place in the sports retail
market. Leading names like Nike,
Reebok and Adidas have a visual
presence via their logos that is allimportant in today’s fashion-driven
environment.
However, a brand means much
more than this, as chartered
psychologist Dr David Lewis
describes: “A brand is more than

simply the logo or the items that are
being sold. Brands develop an aura
around themselves that are largely not
very logical. Brands develop more of
an emotional attachment or an
empathy with their customers. People
identify with a brand at a very
profound level that has nothing to do
with logic.”
Logic is certainly furthest from the
minds of your customers as they
browse the merchandise you have on
offer in your store. Brands know that
they have to engage with their
customers on an emotional level.
This is supported with research
that clearly indicates that the purchase
of branded goods is about more than
a good looking logo, as Peter Cooper,
CEO at CRAM International,
explains: “We know that emotional
and social factors account for 85 per
cent or more of most consumer
decisions in this area. The other 15
per cent is logic and rationality.

©TYR

“At the same time, consumers are
becoming more discriminating and
quality conscious - the 15 per cent is
rising. They are increasingly
marketing literate, knowing the
language of ‘image’, ‘marketing’,
‘targets’, ‘focus groups’ and hesitant to
passively follow the crowd. Therefore,
marketers need to work much harder
to produce credibility and trust.”
Consumers today are bombarded
with thousands of marketing
messages. How they choose which
brands to affiliate themselves with is
knowledge that you can use to your
advantage as you can stock your store
with the merchandise your customers
are looking for.
Branding can be applied to any
product, but as Peter Cooper says,
sports retailing in particular illustrates
how brands reach their customers.
“Everything and anything can be a
brand these days,” he says. “What
makes a brand is that the essential

product features are combined with
something else - a character,
personality, mood or feeling.
“Brands then are psychological powerful motivators to buy, acquire
and desire over and above the sheer
product itself. This is nowhere more
evident than in sport. They appeal to
achievement, success, aspiration and
identification by association with
heroic archetypal figures in the deeper
levels of the unconscious well outside
the bounds of logic and rationality.”

Communicating the
message
There is a clear distinction between
the motivations that your customers
have when they walk into your store
to the reasons they shop for groceries,

for instance. This difference is
concisely outlined by Dr David
Lewis, when he explains: “There are
two types of shopping - doing the
shopping and going shopping. The
first is the shopping that we all have
to do for food, etc. It’s a chore, so you
want to get this over as fast as
possible.
“Then there is going shopping,
which is a huge leisure activity. In this
scenario higher priced items are even
more attractive. As a retailer you have
to separate out your audience from
those that are just doing the shopping
for a pair of trainers, to those that are
going shopping.”
If you can identify the people who
are shopping for a brand, and what
this means to them you and your staff

Swimming may be
seen as a minority
sport, but this doesn’t
stop manufacturers
from creating a strong
brand image

“Brands then are psychological - powerful motivators to buy,
acquire and desire over and above the sheer product itself”
www.sports-insight.co.uk
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”Brands have begun to move out of their ivory towers and started
to meet the people that actually buy their goods”
will be able to engage with your
customers on a much more intimate
level. If your customers know that
you understand their motivations, you
are not only more likely to get a sale,
but also customers will be more
likely to return to your store when
they are shopping for other items.
When a customer walks into your
store they come armed with a whole
range of preconceptions. If you can
understand how the brands in your
store instil these emotions you’ll be
an infinitely better retailer. As Brian
Povinelli, Reebok’s Vice President of
Global Integrated Marketing, recently
stated at the launch of the company’s
latest marketing campaign: “We want
the world to know that ‘I Am What I
Am’ is more than an ad campaign,
rather it speaks to who Reebok truly
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is as a brand and it is an invitation for
today’s youth to join in.”
Today’s youth is clearly who your
market is, but do you understand who
this group of people are and what
motivates them? Brands today have
realised that they have to make a close
connection to the people that are
buying their products.
To this end, brands have begun to
move out of their ivory towers and
started to meet the people that actually
buy their goods. Events are now
forming a staple part of every brand’s
marketing campaign and, what’s more,
they realise that the hard sell is not an
option with today’s young audiences.
Says Charles Alger, Account
Director at The George P Johnson
Company: “Selling is way down the
order of experiences at an event. First

and foremost, an offline event is
somewhere you go to get
information, interact with brands,
share opinions.
“Few exhibitors expect to sell
much at an event. If they do that’s
great, but the successful ones know
that their prime expectation is to
build a deeper understanding with
the consumer of what they’re about,
what makes their brand tick and the
role they can play in their lives.”
This is echoed by Len Burdell,
Sales Manager at TYR. “What a
brand has to do is to match the needs
and desires of the market,” he says.
“If you can associate your store with
local or even national events that are
run by the brands that you sell, the
knock-on effect on your sales could
be enormous.”

Take a look inside an
Adidas store and see
how its design and
layout can reinforce a
brand’s image

RESOURCES
■ Born

to be Wired

Today’s young people have grown up
with technology. Learn how this has
shaped who they are and what they
think in this book.
■ Brand

Child

A major part of any sports retailer’s
market is the 8-14 age group.
Dubbed the ‘Tweenager’, this book
and website will show you how
brands sell to this group of
consumers.

With billions of pounds to spend
each year, the youth market is
certainly one that is growing. As the
pre-teen age group also becomes
more brand aware, your market is set
to expand even further. But, again,
understanding what this group of
consumers is looking for in a brand is
of paramount importance.
Your staff are your first port of
call. If they are also part of the culture
that your customers belong to, all the
better. The last thing you want to do
is talk down to these people. They
have been immersed in the world’s
brands since birth and know what
they want and why they want it.
Make it your goal to lock your
thinking into what the current leading
brands are promoting.
As with the Reebok brand launch
recently, this is not just about new
product. In fact, many recent
campaigns from some of the world’s
leading sports brands are more about
a lifestyle than the product they are
promoting. But you have to be
careful. As Dr David Lewis points
out, a brand’s association can be short
lived.
“The association with celebrities
is a good example,” he says. “They
are fine for brands while they are
popular, but they can just as easily go
from hero to zero in the space of a
couple of headlines, which can
damage the brand.”

More than a logo
Your customers are not just the ones
that walk into your store. Recent
research in the USA has revealed that
the spending power of the youth
market was estimated to be $149
billion. Of that massive number, 15
per cent is spent online.

Your customers today are
technologically savvy as they have
been using high technology since
childhood. They use the internet to
price-check and compare the offers
that are available between leading
manufacturers and retailers. How
much attention are you paying to this
element of your business?
The website that you run in
parallel to your high street store is
now one of the most important
elements of your business. You have
to seamlessly integrate your online
presence with your overall stock
offering.
Many of the customers who will
walk into your store tomorrow will
have checked out your goods online.
This is a perfect opportunity to show
these consumers that you understand
how they go about choosing the
goods they buy. You know that the
digital world is important to them, so
don’t ignore your website. It is not
simply a bolt-on to your high street
business, but an essential tool to get
your younger customers into your
premises.
Keep your site bang up to date
and try and differentiate it from the
other sport’s websites by using
branding. Use your knowledge of the
brands that you sell and what they
mean to these customers. Show them
that you understand what they are
looking for in the brands they want to
buy from you.
Ultimately, branding is about
reinforcing a set of emotions. This is
done with obvious mechanisms like
logos, catchphrases, celebrity
associations and marketing. Brands
today, however, are much more than
that because the consumers they are
selling to have evolved.

to Buy

Author: Juliet B Schor
Price: £17.99
ISBN: 068487055X
Brands are for life, or at least brand
awareness becomes evident at an
ever-decreasing age. This book is an
insightful overview of this
phenomenon.
■ Branded

Author: Alissa Quart
Price: £6.99
ISBN: 0099458063
See how you can use marketing
strategies to reach the youth market
that makes up a large percentage of
your overall customer base.
If you can intimately understand
what each of the brands you are selling
is saying to its customers, and then
what motivates those customers to buy
those brands, you will be in a very
strong position to capitalise on the
investment you have made gaining this
si
knowledge.
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■ Born

Brand association with
celebrities is a
phenomenon that will
continue.
Understanding what
the association means
to your customers is
an important element
of your brand
knowledge
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don’t see red
Stay ahead of the competition and keep your profit margin out of the red.
Increase your potential of maximising profit margins by stocking LP Supports.
In a league of their own, LP Supports are the World Number One - the premier,
trusted and recognised brand available in 53 countries across the globe.
Don't lose out when it comes to the bottom line, stock LP Supports.
For more information call 01865 791471 or visit www.lp-supports.com.
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Life support
It seems an obvious equation: more
physical exercise equals more injuries.
Are enough retailers taking advantage
of the sports supports market?
Words by: Catherine Eade

“Mobilis Healthcare Group
estimates that the sports
supports market across the
UK was worth around £10
million last year”
38
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The number of injuries sustained by
those involved in sporting activities is
pretty spectacular. According to the
Royal Society for the Prevention of
Accidents (RoSPA), nearly 330,000
people visited hospitals in England
last year after being injured in
friendly kickabouts. 53,000 of those
injuries amounted to bruising, 84,000
included joint and tendon injuries
and the rest were tissue injuries.
And these figures are probably the
tip of the iceberg, as many people who
injure themselves don’t bother even
visiting a hospital or GP.
Meanwhile, research by the FA
shows that more than a third of the
6,030 injuries recorded at 91
professional clubs in a season were
strains and sprains - the majority caused
without contact even being made.
Muscular sprains and ruptures top the
FA’s list of injuries with 37 per cent of
the casualty toll - ligament strains come
in second at 19 per cent. Fractures,
meniscal injuries and cartilage tears all
account for a smaller percentage of
injuries.

Market growth
It’s hardly surprising then that the
market is experiencing growth. Mobilis
Healthcare Group estimates that the
sports supports market across the UK
was worth around £10 million last year.
A key driver is the changing
demographic of the UK: more old
people are finding that they can still
play sport, but they are more likely to
get injured. Increases in the incidence
of rheumatism and arthritis are also
keeping the supports market busy.

TRANS-GLOBAL SPORTS

The market is broken down into
four sectors:
Sports Retail - the most established
channel of distribution which is
experiencing steady growth.
Pharmacy - which has seen
considerable growth over recent years
mainly due to Government health
policy encouraging people to self
diagnose and treat. Patients are
referred to pharmacists and other
outlets rather than their GP.
Grocery - also showing growth with
the most popular products being sold
in a high number of outlets.
Internet - greater consumer awareness
of injuries and conditions combined
with the use of the internet for selfprescribing is also having an effect on
the market. An increasing number of
health websites now sell sports
si
supports and rehabilitation gear.

Based in the university city of
Oxford, Trans-global sports is the
sole distributor of LP Supports in
the UK and Ireland. Unlike other
brands in the UK, which sell
primarily to a local market, LP
Supports has become a worldwide
phenomenon, allowing the
manufacturer to offer both quality
and value.
LP Supports’ head office has set
its focus on R&D, marketing and
worldwide distribution. There are 53
countries in the world where you
can buy LP Supports: it’s the
number one brand in the UK and
the number one sports support in
the world (www.lp-supports.com).
The most recent introduction to
the product portfolio is Sunwise
sunglasses. The brand was first
introduced in 1996 in response to
demand from customers for sports
and leisure sunglasses. They quickly
gained recognition and were rated
as ‘Best Buy’ by the Independent on
Sunday newspaper and Runner’s
World magazine.
Sunwise is a British brand of
sunglasses that offers customers
high-value products at affordable
prices. This dovetails with Transglobal sports’ commitment to
provide stylish, high-quality
products at reasonable prices,
thereby creating maximum value for
the customer.
www.tg-sunglasses.com

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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HEAD TO HEAD
Paul Sherratt,
McDavid Country
Manager - UK &
Ireland
From McDavid’s early
beginnings in a
basement in 1969, the
company now sells 250
different support products for athletes and active
people of all ages.
McDavid is the most widely used and
recommended brand of braces among sports
medical professionals and routinely recognised as
an industry leader in sports medical products,
technical protective athletic wear and consumer
merchandising.
What are the most common injuries
sustained and by whom?
Injuries are often determined by the particular
sport being played and the stresses being applied
to the body during participation. However, as a
generalisation the most common injuries are back,
knee and ankle, which is clearly reflected in the
percentage sales of these items versus the total
range.
Can and should sports retailers ever
recommend certain support products to
customers following an injury?
The sports retailer can certainly guide customers
to certain products and McDavid packaging aims
to provide as much information as possible for the
consumer to select not only the correct level of
protection and support, but also the right product
solution for the injury.
Retailers should state that the information
that they give is only a guide, not a substitute for
medical care and that the customer should always
consult a doctor for injury diagnosis and
treatment. We reinforce this message on all
packaging.
Do retailers have access to information
about the best equipment for
injuries/rehabilitation?
We try and simplify the message as much as
possible to make product selection easy for both
retailer and customer. By breaking our range of
supports into three levels of protection, one can
easily ascertain which is the correct level for the
injury. Additional on-pack information should then
ensure that the correct equipment is chosen.
The key for success in this category is to make
self-diagnosis and selection as simple as possible.
How can sports retailers maximise sales of
sports supports?
Without doubt a well-managed in-store
merchandise unit will reap rewards. Using this
approach, products can be clearly displayed, stock
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can easily be managed and the customer has the
confidence to select product from a clearly defined
range that suggests that the retailer knows and
understands sports injuries.
Alternatively, if space is limited then the
placement of specific supports related to common
injuries by sport can also show a healthy return for example tennis elbow supports in the tennis
section - as this brings in an impulse purchase
element.
Are profit margins good?
In an industry that, across the board, is seeing
retail price and margin erosion, sports supports
offer the retailer an excellent margin
opportunity. The general public have little or no
perception of the retail prices of supports, but
are looking for a solution to an injury problem.
The result is that retail prices can be maintained
without heavy discounting required to sell the
product through. Of course, the other major
advantage is that the category is not season
specific and subject to fashion. Therefore, cash is
not tied up in forward commitments and
clearance is rarely required.
What are McDavid’s top selling products?
Our top sellers are the 401 and 402 knee
supports, 431 ankle support and 493 back
support. Alongside these we have a huge
demand for our hinged knee braces, laced ankle
guards and generic hot and cold therapy items.
Finally, particularly within sports clubs, our tape
and strapping lines have been well received.
Are changes in NHS policy affecting sales
of supports?
It is a little too early to tell, but certainly as less
and less products are being offered on
prescription the demand on the high street will
inevitably grow. What is not yet clear is which
channel will benefit from that growth.
What products should sports retailers
stock as a matter of course?
Certainly knee, ankle and back supports should
be regular stock lines. Specialists may like to
focus on sport specific product such as a soccer
ankle brace or a hinged knee brace (popular
with skiers), and instant ice packs, ice spray and
tape will see excellent stock turn.
What advances in technology have
improved sports supports?
Technology has undoubtedly meant that
rehabilitation times have dropped, resulting in
athletes returning to their sport much quicker
than a decade ago. Lighter weight and more
sophisticated materials have also resulted in
more athletes using supports as a preventative
measure - again reducing the number of injuries.

PREVENTION IS BETTER
THAN CURE, SAYS VULKAN

Injury management specialist
Vulkan believes the vast majority
of injuries can be avoided with an
effective warm-up routine and the
use of sports supports to prevent
injuries.
Physiotherapy experts at the
company say the best way to
avoid these injuries is to prepare
off the field and take care on it.
Physiotherapist Julia Trevor says:
“Football has always been the
number-one participation sport
amongst men, but now this
enthusiasm is matched by
women. Football is a wonderful
workout but, like with any
activity, there should always be a
period of warming up and cooling
down before and after a game.
“The right equipment is also
key to ensuring maximum
enjoyment of the game and
minimising the likelihood of
injury.”

Protection for football
Conforms, flexes and
moves with every
movement of the body
Jussi Jaaskelainen
Bolton Wanderers and Finland

Compression fit
to reduce fatigue
and injury
Machine wash and
dry for ultimate
convenience
hDc Moisture
transport technology
to regulate body
temperature

758 Soccershirt

769 Padded hDc Short

Tel: 08701 188002

Email:info@mcdaviduk.com

McDavid Sports Medical,
Protective Apparel and Sports
Protection available from:

Tel: 01535 600342

Email:sales@cartasport.com

IN SEASON SUPPORTS

Supports

www.sportindustry.biz

Supporting your sport
with Mueller

McDavid Soccer
Ankle Brace

Whatever your sport, sex, height
or build, Mueller Sports
Medicine can offer support and
comfort to strains, sprains and
other sports-related injuries. The
comprehensive range of no-fuss
‘one-size-fits-all’ braces covers
ankle, elbow, knee, wrist, thigh
and back supports.
Each brace is made from a
soft neoprene blend that
delivers even compression and
soothing warmth to keep joints
flexible. The wraparound design
aids easy on and off action and
a personal fit. SRP from £7.99.
Mueller Sports Medicine also
offers industry-leading heat
treatments, tapes and accessories.
For further information contact 1000
Mile Sportswear on 01923 242233 or
visit www.1000mile.co.uk

Developed specifically for
soccer, the McDavid Soccer
Ankle Brace is designed to
allow the contact crucial to
good ball handling, while
providing protection
against the common
ankle sprain.
Used by McDavid
endorsee Jussi
Jaaskelainen for both
protection and
rehabilitation, the Soccer Ankle
Brace is the perfect measure to
prevent ankle injuries and can be
used in conjunction with shin pads for
additional protection.
Features include two layers of
vinyl/nylon breathable mesh fabric, spring steel stays and a padded
Intera lining for ultimate moisture managment. Fits either ankle.
For further information call McDavid on 08701 188002 or email
info@mcdaviduk.com Also available through Cartasport on 01535 600342.
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Versatile

Tri before you buy
Triathlon is open to anyone, whatever your fitness level
In July 100 international triathletes
not only faced the painful prospect
of hitting the wall as they endured
an 11.8 mile bike ride followed by a
6.2 mile mountain run, they also
had a prehistoric lake monster on
their minds.
As the competitors plunged into
the icy waters of Urquhart Bay,
many wondered whether their
splashes would attract the
unwelcome attention of the Loch
Ness Monster. As did the insurance
company that insured the athletes to
the tune of £1 million each in case
Nessie fancied a nibble.

Fortunately, most triathlons are
conducted in less hazardous surroundings.
With its origins in southern
California back in the mid-1970s,
triathlon’s history is relatively short. But
despite this, it has already achieved
Olympic status, making its debut at the
2000 Sydney Games.
In Great Britain around 300
triathlons are held annually and there’s
an estimated 15,000 members of 230
clubs nationwide, all of which are
affiliated to the British Triathlon
Association. The growing attraction of
these events is that they cater for all
levels of triathlete.

“Triathlon doesn’t have to be as
extreme as many people think, it’s
actually very versatile,” says John
Lunt, race director and founder of
triathlon event organiser, Human Race.
“We offer so many race options these
days, like team trials, sprint distances
and relay races where three people can
take part, that triathlon really is open to
anyone whatever their fitness levels. As
more and more people discover this,
the bigger the sport grows.
Human Race was set up 17 years
ago and today the company’s series of
sell-out multisport events include the
award-winning Royal Windsor
Triathlon and the renowned Eton
Super Sprints Series. Combined they
attract over 35,000 athletes to the
sport each year. The events also
feature triathlon expos, where
sponsors and brands associated with
the sport are able to exhibit and retail
their products.
And there’s no shortage of brands
eager to grab a slice of the action. A
quick trawl on the web revealed
names such as Nike, Asics, Aqua
Sphere UK, TYR, Shimano, Timex,
Saucony, Mizuno, New Balance Polar
and Speedo, all offering specialist kit.
Asics is a prime example. The
company has just launched the GEL
Forster Tri, an £80 shoe that’s been
specially engineered to cope with
the specific demands of this
gruelling competition.
It uses the same tooling as the
very successful GEL DS and has a full
SpEVA midsole, extended ‘windlass’
Trusstic, Duomax, forefoot GEL and
rearfoot ‘twist’ GEL. The shoe also
boasts slip lasting, a super breathable
upper, gusseted tongue, grip PU
pieces in the heel and tongue,
ComforDry Sockliner and super-soft
lining material.

WHAT IS TRIATHLON?
Triathlon is the fastest growing multidiscipline sport in the UK. The sport
comprises a swim, cycle and run and
you can compete over the following
distances:
• Super Sprint Distance - 400m (swim)/
10km (bike)/2.5km (run)
• Sprint Distance - 750m/20km/5km
• Olympic Distance 1,500m/40km/10km
• Middle Distance - 2,500m/80km/20k
• Ironman Distance
3,800m/180km/42km

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Says Brian Buckle, Marketing
Manager at the Trek Bicycle
Corporation: “Triathletes have been
competing all over the world on our
proven OCLV frame platform, from
Lance Armstrong’s sixth win in the
Tour de France to Tim Don’s victory
at the Madrid ITU World Cup in May.
“The Trek Model line-up allows
participants to chose the right bike
without compromise and, supported
by a network of 250 independent
cycle retailers across the UK, each
rider can be kept safe in the
knowledge that they will be looked
after to the highest standard.”
So there you have it - a potted
history of triathlon. Could you cash in
as your area’s triathlon specialist?
There’s certainly potential for rich
pickings, as John Lunt explains:
“Triathletes need a relatively large
amount of kit to participate - they
have the three sports to prepare for.
“Basic items consist of a wetsuit,
bike and trainers, but there are many
more gadgets and kit that triathletes will
buy to ensure they get a quicker time.
Water bottles, goggles, nutrition bars,
swim caps - and that’s just for starters.”
It could be the silver lining to the
cloud that’s been hanging over the
trade since the turn of the year.
si
Another brand is Aqua Sphere UK,
which is already making a name for itself
within the triathlon world with its excellent
range of high performance goggles.
Says the company’s Martin Newton:
“There is no doubt that the tri market is
growing, with more people getting
involved with training and competing in
events up and down the country. This is
great news for the sports retailer because
he can capitalise on this growing market
by stocking a good selection of quality,
top-end goggles and equipment, which are
not going to take up lots of shop floor
space and which can make a real
difference to the bottom line.

“A mini totem of Aqua Sphere
goggles and accessories takes up hardly
any display room but can provide a
great margin and additional interest to a
swim display.”
According to Newton, elite
swimmers and triathletes want technical
and high quality aquatic eyewear,
especially new silicone materials such as
Softeril and easy-to-adjust buckle
systems, along with improved wideangled curved lens technology for a
greater field of vision when in the water.
“The good news is that these
products can be bought by recreational
swimmers, as they are not priced out of
the market and offer superb vision and
comfort benefits which are applicable
at any level,” he says.

On your bike

Aqua
Sphere is
making a
name for itself within
the triathlon world
with its excellent
range of high
performance goggles
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Whether you’re a beginner or an
expert triathlete, one essential
piece of kit is the right bike. Trek
is the official bike supplier to the
British Triathlon Association, which
means there are athletes competing
across the UK at all different levels on
the company’s machines - from
juniors to top elite athletes such as
Tim Don and Liz Blatchford.

SWIM4TRIATHLON
Zoggs has launched the world’s first
online swim training programme for
triathletes - Swim4Triathlon.
Swim4Triathlon, which runs alongside
Zoggs’ highly regarded Swim4Fitness
programme, offers a series of training
session levels through structured and
progressive intervals designed to
improve endurance and speed.
Swim4Triathlon is offered free of
charge via a dedicated website
(www.swim4fitness.com), giving
triathletes of all levels the benefit of
months of research and feedback
about how to make the most effective
use of training time in the water.
Zoggs’ innovative range of goggles and
equipment are fast becoming the
goggles of choice for triathletes. The
New Predator Wiro-frame, a hybrid onepiece goggle that offers a Bio-tech
integrated frame, curved lens technology
and liquid silicone gaskets for the
ultimate fit, are already in demand since
being released this summer.
Stock is available now. Call
01276 489089 or visit
www.Zoggs.com to order.

S P O R T S
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S E R V I C E S

Predator
wiro-frame
™

As a manufacturer of the finest professional sports watches,
TAG Heuer has always been closely associated with the
world’s elite sporting events. Since timekeeping requires
absolute mastery of the technique of translating exploits
into minutes, seconds and thousands of seconds, TAG Heuer
has chosen to put its extensive experience at the service of all
those who must sanction the performances.
TAG Heuer offers modern timing systems that ensure
efficiency, reliability and simplicity. Widely used
among mountain-bike downhill or mass start
races, this system is very reliable
and easy to use.

bio-integrated goggles

ask for them by name!
The Predator wiro-frame™ is the first
goggle to offer a Bio-tech™ one piece frame.
Featuring the versatility of a one piece goggle
incorporating ultra-soft liquid silicone moulded
gaskets, Wiro-frame™ technology offers
enhanced individualized
fit and comfort.

The principle of linking a time base to
a PC offers a professional
system at a very competitive price.
This combination allows for the
simple management of the
calculated net times and
rankings as well as the
display of all information
that spectators want.

www.sp ortstimi ngservic es.com

www.s portsti mingse rvices. com

The sports timing
specialists of TAG Heuer are
at your disposal to give you all details
regarding this avant-garde installation.

Combined with Zoggs CLT™
(Curved Lens Technology), our
Fogbuster™ Impregnated Anti-fog lenses with
UV400 Maximum Sun Protection and an
Easy-adjust double band silicone
headstrap, Wiro-frame™ commands a
new frontier in innovation and quality.
ZOGGS goggles are

For more information call
01276 489089

MAIN FEATURES
Range of up to 1 mile line-of-site.
Up to 4 "Teams" able to work in the same area,
or up to16 transmitters with 4 receivers

recommended by
The Cancer Council Australia.

Swim4Triathlon™
by Zoggs is designed specifically for you.
Work outs are focused on building aerobic
fitness, speed and endurance. They also
give you lots of helpful hints and tips on
your technique.

membership is free,
register now at

www.swim4fitness.com
Sports Timing Services
Unit 9, Dalewood Road
Sports
LymedaleTiming
BusinessServices
Park
Newcastle,
Staffordshire.
9QH
Unit 9,
DalewoodST5
Road
Tel: 08700 110 686
Lymedale
Business
Park
Fax: 01782 563 380
Newcastle,
Staffordshire. ST5 9QH
info@sportstimingservices.com
www.sportstimingservices.com
Tel: 08700 110 686

Fax: 01782 563 380
info@sportstimingservices.com
www.sportstimingservices.com

www.zoggs.com
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What a racket
Keeping up with the new technological advancements for
the equipment used in racket sports is nearly as exhausting
as getting out there on the courts
Words by: Catherine Eade
New technology is the key to racket
sales. And in no sport is this made
clearer than tennis, which has seen
some drastic changes to the game
driven by the performance of
increasingly space-age material
rackets.
The sport, which originated over
2,000 years ago with the ancient
Greeks and Romans using their
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hands, which evolved from a hand
glove to wooden paddle and finally an
oval frame strung with gut, is now a
hi-tech game all about power, speed
and control.
Prince, Slazenger, Wilson et al
promote new technological
advancements every year - and the
sight of Wimbledon stars flashing
their new rackets about usually
produces a surge of sales at the
beginning of the tournament. In fact,
some retailers sell as much as 70 per
cent of their stock during the two
weeks of Wimbledon.

The seventies were dominated
by wooden rackets produced by
Dunlop, Slazenger, Wilson and
Spalding, until Jimmy Connors won
Wimbledon with a steel racket and
brought new technology to the
forefront. The weight of rackets has
been one of the biggest changes
since then - wooden rackets
weighed 14 ounces, while rackets
today weigh 10.5 ounces or less.
Today frames are high-tech
weapons made of man-made fibres
like graphite, Kevlar, titanium and
exotic alloys with reinforced boron
carbide, and the heads have grown
in size by 75 per cent since the
1970s. Rigid frames can propel the
ball up to 30 per cent faster and
thermoplastic dampers in the shaft
absorb vibrations and reduce the
risk of tennis elbow injury. Around
30 per cent of rackets used at
Wimbledon this year were Wilson,
including the two winners of the
single’s titles - Roger Federer
(nSix-One Tour) and Venus
Williams (n4).

Speed
Rackets today also allow players to
launch the ball at previously
unthinkable speeds approaching 150
mph. But the improvements in
racket technology are not a hit
across the board. The International
Tennis Federation admits it spends
more time debating racket
technology than any other issue, and
many believe that space-age
materials are threatening the spirit of
the game by creating super-fast
servers whose serves are
increasingly difficult to return. With
a preponderance of baseline players
powering their returns back and
forth with the obligatory grunts and
groans, the days of the serve and
volley are seemingly gone.
Ironically, while the rackets
might have turned the professional
men’s game into a series of
baseline-pounding rallies, they
have led to a boom in the
popularity of the women’s game.
Female players like the Williams
sisters and Maria Sharapova have
boosted the power and athleticism
of the sport with the help of hightech rackets. The new technology
offered by racket manufacturers
differs slightly, but most designers
agree that rackets need to be light,
aerodynamic and powerful.

“At Wimbledon, if you look 10
years ago the speed has changed
dramatically - the player can stand
more and the racket can too,” says
Herfried Lammer, Director of
Research and Development for
Head, which supplies rackets for
Andre Agassi and Marat Safin.
“They were heavier, too. Now
you can react faster. If you used a
racket made five years ago it
wouldn’t be possible to compete on
tour.”
Head’s electronic dampening
system (EDS) actively reacts upon
ball impact with a system controlled
by an electronic microchip, and
Head Protector rackets are medically
confirmed as providing significant
pain relief for players with acute and
chronic tennis elbow complaints.
Roberto Gazzara, Director of
Research and Development for
Prince, says: “In today’s game, the
speed is maybe one of the most
important features. You make the
same effort to swing a racket, but
the racket swings better because it is
more aerodynamic. You can get to
the ball faster, you can swing faster,
you can hit harder.”

Badminton is a smash
Although perceived as the fastest
racket sport, it is actually badminton
that holds the record for the fastest
racket smash, and the level of play
in this game also continues to rise.
The International Badminton
Federation conducted its first speed
trials at the Sudirman Cup in Bejing
in June, with a fastest smash of 332
kph recorded by microwave sensors,
compared to Andy Roddick’s record
tennis serve speed of 246kph.
“The way we work is all the
money goes into research and
development for new rackets on the
tennis side of things, then squash
piggybacks onto those
advancements a season later,” says
Head’s Dave Shaw, Category
Manager for Racket Sports. “We’ve
never released a squash racket yet
that hasn’t tapped into the
technology used in tennis rackets, so
the two do go hand in hand.”

Meanwhile Karakal is releasing
evermore lightweight squash and
badminton rackets using its Smart
Technology, and Tri-Tec technology
for frame strength and power. The
SL and M-TEC badminton rackets
have an enlarged ‘sweet spot’ and
are billed as the world’s lightest
badminton rackets.
On the shoe front, research and
development into court sports needs
has produced some strong new
products.

Inflight
Inflight Sport’s latest shoe has been
two years in development. The
badminton and squash brand was
formed in 1992 and designs and
engineers all products in the UK.
Says Inflight managing director
Mike Kellett: “Our aim at the outset
was to not only produce a shoe
which had all the functions required
of a badminton and squash shoe but
a shoe which was up with the latest
trends.”
Inflight developed a shoe where
the cushioning consists of a reverse
last, meaning the cushion is built
inside the shoe rather than visible on
the exterior like conventional shoes.
Kellett says the design team first
came across this type of technology
in the latest basketball shoe.
“The problem we had was to
keep the flexibility and weight in
line with a conventional shoe,” he
says. “Constant testing came up
short of the high standards we set
ourselves until our design team
developed a fabric called Nano PU,
which could easily withstand the
rigours of the game, is light enough
and very flexible. So, as a result of
all our testing and research by our
leading players, we have arrived at a
badminton and squash shoe which is
both fashionable and functional.”

Hi-Tec
Hi-Tec too is launching an
innovative, comfortable and
lightweight Court Collection, and
taking indoor footwear technology to
another level with the launch of the
Vortex 44. The shoe is the world’s

“We’ve never released a squash racket yet
that hasn’t tapped into the technology used
in tennis rackets, so the two do go hand
in hand”

LOBSTER ELITE
BALL MACHINE
One of the most successful practice
aids for tennis players are of course
tennis ball machines, and FST is the
market leader in this field.
The company’s Lobster Elite ball
machine has a variable speed
control of 13-68mph and ball
interval options from 2.5-12
seconds. The ball hopper holds 175
balls and the machine boasts a
continuous running time of over four
hours from a fully charged battery.
Wide-angle oscillation, high lobs,
variable speed, topspin and
underspin are all offered as part of
the design.
The machine is suitable for
advanced players but can also be
tamed for use with young children.
Other ball machines include the
Tennis Tutor, which offers 1.75 hours
running time and also features
variable ball speed, interval and
spin. Chargers are supplied with the
machines giving rapid charging time.
FST also provides stringing
machines, strings, floodlighting,
court equipment and
tennis balls.
first temperature
regulating indoor
court sports shoe,
incorporating
Outlast material,
which was
originally
developed for use in
NASA space
clothing to protect
against extreme
temperature
fluctuations.
Outlast material
regulates the temperature
within shoes by absorbing
excess heat through
Thermocules in the feet
during high-energy
movement. The heat is stored
and released back as needed,
resulting in the reduction of
sweat production by up to
44 per cent.
Technology
advancements for racket
sports will certainly be
keeping players - and
retailers - on their toes
for the foreseeable
future. si
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Rackets
Pro Kennex
Destiny PBT

Hi-Tec Regulate
squash footwear

Historically, Pro Kennex has
always created leading
technologies and
innovations. The Destiny
PBT, Destiny Lite and
Destiny Super Lite with
Power Bulge Technology
(PBT) are very lightweight
and powerful rackets
designed for club and
quality players.
PBT delivers a robust
stiffness to the throat of
the racket, thus creating a
very lightweight and
powerful racket for its
class. The head size and
shape creates an enlarged
sweet spot for more
control, power and
accuracy.
For more information call
Peter Occleshaw on
01344 311587 or
email: info@2ndserve.co.uk

Hi-Tec is set to launch its most
innovative, comfortable and
lightweight Court Collection to
date.
For AW/05 Hi-Tec is taking indoor
footwear technology to another level with the launch of the Hi-Tec
Regulator. Suitable for squash, handball and floorball, the Regulator
incorporates Outlast, making it one of the world’s first temperature
regulating indoor court sports shoe.
Originally developed for use in NASA space clothing to protect
against extreme temperature fluctuations, Outlast material works by
regulating the temperature within your shoes, resulting in the reduction
of sweat production by up to 44 per cent.
The Regulator is available in black/red/silver, white/navy/silver and
white/silver/black/red in men’s sizes 6-13 (including halves).
For more information call 01702 541771.

Resinpad
Resinpad is the
simple answer
to maintaining
a sure grip
during even
the most
strenuous of
matches.
Measuring
approximately
9cm x 7cm,
this porous
pad of resin
fits discreetly
and
conveniently
in your pocket.
With no
hassle or mess,
a patting of
the pad on
your palms
releases a
dusting of
resin to give
you that sureness of grip. Resinpads have an RRP of £4.50 and
are available to retailers at wholesale and discounted rates.
They are supplied in boxes of 24, on cards of 12 and in handy
bubblepacks of two.
For more details visit www.resinpad.com or ring Peter Gill
on 01242 237937.
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Lobster ELITE 2 battery operated
ball machine
Lobster ball machines have been an invaluable practice
aid for tennis enthusiasts, clubs and coaches for over
three decades. After much careful planning, Lobster
introduced its first battery operated ball machine - the
Elite - in 2003.
First successfully demonstrated at the ‘KidZone’
during the Wimbledon fortnight, this machine has been
extremely well received by coaches and private
enthusiasts and has quickly established itself as a leading
model within its category. An exceptional battery
capacity (four-eight hours on a single charge) and
superior design features ensure a challenging workout
for all ages and abilities.
Following this success, Lobster has recently introduced
the Elite 2. This new offering incorporates a triple
oscillating function to provide a random pattern of shots
with variations in direction and depth. As with the
Model 1, it’s available in standard or remote versions.
Contact the sales department at FST Ltd (importers) for
more details. Tel: 01473 744949
email: fstsales@dial.pipex.com

Elite 1

Elite 2

Elite 3
Available September 05

Ashaway Superlight 79SQ
Weighing a mere 76g, the pilot racket of
the exclusive 2005/06 Ashaway badminton
range certainly lives up to its name.
Professionally, not factory, strung in
Ashaway MicroPower, the Superlight 79SQ
comes equipped to perform at the highest
level, as England number four Nathan
Rice, amongst other international players,
will testify. As an added bonus, this racket
comes with a six-racket thermo bag.
Now for the technical bit - the racket
also comprises a square head, slim profile,
hi-modulus graphite and medium flex.
The full range of Ashaway rackets can be found at premier mail order
companies, Central Sports or Direct Sports and at specialist retailers.
Alternatively, call 01707 321397.

high performance
sports equipment
SQUASH
Play SMARTer not harder
The completely new ‘Pro-3’ series of squash rackets uses Smart‘TRITEC’ technology. Based on a triangular shape, it gives incredible frame
strength and power when married to Karakal’s rolling table shaft.
Suitable for professional players as the name suggests, but the Pro series
is equally good for club players.

LEADING EDGE TECHNOLOGY
Leading racket sports manufacturer Karakal have used
revolutionary new Nano Technology in the production of
their 2005 range of squash, badminton and racketball
rackets and plan to update their tennis range for 2006.
Later this year the distinctive new nanotech logo will be
emblazoned across the racket range.

GRIPS
A revolution in grip manufacturing

Rackets hit the spot
Karakal’s top selling ‘N’ series range of squash rackets have been
updated and improved with the use of Titanium in the shaft. The new
‘Powerspot’ frames have a unique ‘Power Band’ system, with 9 visible
power bands that strengthen and tune the frame to give smoother power
delivery. These are sure to remain a leading line for 2005/06.

Introduced over twenty years ago, the Karakal PU super grip remains the
world’s No1 PU Grip for all racket sports players. Now incorporating
new nano technology, the
super grip has greatly
improved durability, gripping
power and comfort. Available
in a new twin pack in a range
of colours and finishes, your
game’s guaranteed to have
twice the impact.

BAGS
Karakal’s new XS –270 – Formula One for
your Feet
Karakal, the industry’s leading supplier of the lightest squash rackets in
the world, has taken another giant leap forward with the XS – 270
superlight squash shoe.
Following the runaway success
of the XS – 270, the shoe has
been upgraded with a new
upper but still retains the super
tacky rubber sole, guaranteed
to offer up to 20% more grip
than any of its nearest rivals.
Engineered by Karakal to
combine the ultimate in super lightweight material with maximum
strength, the shoe offers leading edge performance in any game.

Travel in style
A new range of stylish racket bags with shaped back pack
carrying system means that you can transport
your rackets and other sporting equipment in
style and comfort.
Designed and manufactured to withstand the
rigours of frequent use, Karakal are confident
that quality workmanship, combined with the
use of Hi-Density Rip-Stop Polyester should
ensure these products remain in excellent
condition for many years.

BADMINTON
World’s lightest badminton rackets

The SL and M-TEC badminton rackets have an innovative ‘Muscle Tec’
string system, designed to enlarge the sweet spot of the racket by
allowing the strings to move over a smooth rounded surface rather than
being static as in conventional rackets. ‘Muscle Tec’ allows the strings to
be strung at a lower tension yet still gives a high tension feel.

For further information on the Karakal range,

call Karakal on: Freephone 0800 376 8500
or visit www.karakal.com
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Quality is our game
Inflight Centrifuge
rackets

Our Centrifuge badminton rackets are a breakthrough
for innovation and simplicity.
Both rackets use a centrifuge
stringing pattern where the strings
subtly get closer together as they
move towards the sweet spot. This
is achieved WITHOUT additional
horizontal or vertical strings. The
result is 24% more string in the
hitting zone creating a much tighter
feel of the string bed, This only
means one thing- More POWER!

Inflight Indoor court
Designed specifically for both badminton
and squash, this shoe combines Perfection
in Performance with Visual Excellence. The
superb underfoot cushioning is not visible
but is built inside using a "Type A reverse
last". This gives the shoe an appearance
very different to what is already available
on the market and making it more
fashionable than most rivals. There are no
short cuts with performance either. For
those players who have significant
amounts of "trail leg" dragging, we have
used Nano PU which has an outstanding
ability to withstand this type of torture.

Inflight Airflow+ tops
Our high performance tops are
manufactured from Airflow+. This High-tech
fabric uses natural Airflow to extract the
moisture from the skin thus keeping the
wearer cool and comfortable. Our clothing
range includes an extensive ladies range
(shorts, tops and tracksuits) as well as a
superb mens.
■ For more information
contact Inflight on 0800 0430897,
web: www.inflightsports.net
or alternatively
email: sales@inflightsports.net

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Gilbert is the new World Netball
Gilbert has been chosen as the Official Supplier and exclusive ball by

the International Netball Federation for use in all INF events, including
the senior and youth World Championships in 2005 and 2007.
Julia Phillips, newly appointed CEO of
INF said, “We are delighted to enter into this
partnership with Gilbert. We are
undertaking a range of exciting initiatives to
develop and grow the sport of netball, and
Gilbert will play an important role in
actively supporting our vision.”
Molly Rhone, President of INF said, “We
have just completed a successful World Youth

Netball is a big sport in all our major markets
and complements our existing strengths in
hockey and rugby. We are already working
closely with INF with some exciting new
developments, which will benefit the sport
and its millions of supporters throughout
the world”.

Championships in Fort Lauderdale, Florida
where 20 teams from around the world
competed for the title; the Gilbert ball
contributed to that success.
The Championship highlighted the many
benefits of Netball, bringing together many
active and healthy girls to compete at the
highest level in front of their enthusiastic
fans, many of whom travelled thousands of
miles to support their team. The INF and
Gilbert are keen to develop the sport further
to offer more women around the world the
chance to get fit and have fun!”
The arrangement underlines Gilbert's
renewed specialist commitment to the sport
of Netball. "We are honoured to have been
awarded this contract in the face of some stiff
opposition” said Gilbert's Sales and
Marketing Director, Richard Gray. “Both
Gilbert and the INF see the arrangement as
a genuine partnership that will continue to
build the Netball franchise worldwide.
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The Gilbert netball is already the choice
of leading clubs and national bodies
worldwide, including South Africa, Wales
and Scotland.

For further information please contact
Tel: 01580 880 357
www.gilbertrugby.com

SPORTS INSIGHT PROMOTION

Quality netball
equipment
Netball found its way to England from the
USA more than 100 years ago, in the
form of women’s basketball. After a few
misinterpretations of the rules, the sport
of netball as we know it was born. Its
popularity quickly spread through the
British Commonwealth Countries and
today netball is played by more than 7
million people, in more than 80 countries,
on all continents - making it the most
popular team sport for women.

outstanding performance and excellent
value, whatever your level of play.
The introduction of performance fabrics
and a new style to the apparel range will
improve the comfort of players both on
and off the court.

Combining the agility and speed
of lacrosse, the precision passing
of rugby and the strategy of
football, Netball is an exciting,
fast, skilful team sport which
because of its versatility can be
played by mixed or single sex
teams alike.
Netball’s beginnings as a derivative of
an already existing sport can be likened
to those of rugby football… and it is
therefore no surprise to find Gilbert
at the forefront of developments
in Netball.
The same attention to detail and quality,
which is famous worldwide in rugby, has
been applied to the Gilbert netball
range. Using the most up to date
grip enhancement technology
the match and training
balls have been
developed to offer

For further information please contact:
Tel: 01580 880 357
www.gilbertrugby.com

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Netball
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Sure Shot netball units
Two Sure Shot netball units are proving particularly
popular for both the retail and educational
markets.
The first unit to be launched by Sure Shot is
the transportable 502 model. It has a 50mm
detachable adjustable steel post that is supported
by a heavyweight triangular base with an extra
weight bar and two wheels for easy movement.
The Sure Shot transportable is available with or
without pole padding.
The new product in the Sure Shot range is the
Easi Play 508 Junior unit, which is ideal for
youngsters aged between five and 12. With an
adjustable pole and height variation between 4'
and 9', together with a removable ballast box, the
Easi Play is easy to move and lowers for compact
storage.
For further information on Sure Shot netball
products contact Trevor Lowes at Ransome
Sporting Goods, Wood Street, Middlesbrough TS1
1JP. Telephone: 01642 224444 or mobile 07970
563004. Fax: 01642-226000. Email: tl@rsgsport.com

ASICS Gel-Netburner IGS
The ASICS Gel-Netburner IGS (SSP £70, UK sizes 3-9,10,11)
features many of the technologies used in ASICS’ other top
sports shoes, but has been adapted to meet the different
movements required in netball.
These include forefoot and rearfoot Gel for additional
cushioning, plus a Space Trusstic for comfort and stability.
For further details contact ASICS sales on 01925 243360
or visit: www.asics.co.uk
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OFF-PRICE SHOW PREVIEW
are made there and then. Exhibitors
have samples, not actual stocks at the
show, so payment and delivery terms
are worked out between the buyer and
seller. Delivery is normally within days.

Price
is right
Buzz Carter, Event Director of the Off-Price
Show London, gives us the low-down on the
busiest trading show in the fashion calendar
The Off-Price Show's concept
originated in the USA about 12
years ago when it became clear
there was a demand in the 'offprice' market for a show of this
type. Like the UK, it started off as
a very small event - literally a
handful of exhibitors in a hotel
room. But once word got around
among buyers that there was a
trade event specialising in
discounted apparel (stock lots, end
of season, end of range, over
makes), interest spread like wildfire
and the show's growth
mushroomed.
The off-price industry in the US
is ahead of us, although the UK is
catching up rapidly, and this can be
seen clearly in the growth of value
and chain stores dealing in both
unbranded and branded merchandise.
The growth of the Off-Price
Show London reflects that, as well as
the demands of buyers for better
prices. In the last three years the size
of the show has more than doubled
and we have moved halls at Olympia
recently to one double the size.

Who's exhibiting?
Sports clothing and footwear is a key
part of the Off-Price Show - mainly
branded but also a lot of unbranded
ranges. Those exhibiting at the
September show include Topgrade
Sports, Enkay Sports, PMC Sports &
Leisure, Crown Sports, EN-S Sports,
RS Sports, Ski & Sport, WVR
Sports/Fymex, PH Sports and Jetmarsh.
.

Who should attend?
All retailers, both large and small,
who are looking for instant stock
solutions and to improve their profit
margins. We have many suppliers who
can supply in large quantities and who
come to meet larger retail chains at the
show, but most are more than happy
to serve small retailers as well.
There is something for everyone
at the Off-Price Show, where the
watchword is 'bargain'.

How can a visitor get the
best out of the show?
The great thing about the Off-Price
Show is that you have the leading
suppliers in one place at one time, so
it is easy to compare ranges and prices
on the spot.
Planning will definitely maximise
effectiveness. A few tips would include:
• Keep an eye on the new show
website (www.offpriceshow.co.uk) for
news and developments. Also on the
site exhibitors can be searched by type
of product and a new feature enables a
brand search as well.
• Once at the show, a quick reference
to the floorplan and the show guide
will enable visitors to complete their
plans to tour the show.
• Allow enough time. Even if a buyer
is after something quite specific, a tour
of the whole show is recommended you never know what you might find.
Also, the show is a great opportunity to
pick up new ideas, so relax and enjoy.
Because the accent of the show is
on instant and discounted stock, deals

Is it best to arrange
meetings in advance or just
turn up at exhibitors'
stands?
In general, turning up on the stand is
fine. The show is very busy, but
companies generally ensure that they
have enough staff to cope.
If a buyer has a specific enquiry
about what they are looking for they
can always contact us, the organiser, in
advance and we will see what we can
do to match them with the right
supplier. Buyers should email
info@idexmedia.com with as much
detail as possible regarding styles,
brands and quantities required.

How much business is done
at the event?
A huge amount. From what exhibitors
report, the Off-Price Show is the busiest
trading show in the fashion calendar.
Millions and millions of pounds worth
of orders originate at the show.
The other great benefit about the
Off-Price Show is the networking
opportunity - it's the chance for the
industry to network and for retail
buyers to meet and source valuable
new contacts.
si

THE OFF-PRICE SHOW
When: September 18-19, 2005.
Where: Olympia, London.
Admission: register free at
www.offpriceshow.co.uk or £5 on the day.
Organiser: IDEX Media.
Tel: 0208 675 4745.
Opening times: Sunday 10am-6pm.
Monday 10am-5pm.
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Expansion Plans?
Sports franchises have never been so popular or successful
Words by:
Trevor Johnson
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Ian Wallace was gutted when he
was made redundant as a Holiday
Inn fitness trainer. A keen
sportsman, Wallace loved his job
and losing it seemed a disaster. A
week later he began to realise that
things weren't so bad after all. He
bought a sports franchise - and
found it was perhaps the best thing
that could have happened to his
career.
A year later Wallace, 23, is
successfully running the
SportsCoach
(www.sportscoach.co.uk) national
franchise operation in Newcastle.
He is one of an increasing number
of entrepreneurs who are finding
that sports franchises have never
been so popular or successful.
"If you buy a sports franchise,
the success rate is way up at the 90
per cent mark," says Bristol
franchise consultant Mark
Goodwin. "That compares to under
40 per cent with the usual type of
independent sports industry startups.
"You are buying a proven
product, business format and brand

- and banks look very favourably
on lending to franchises."
Fraser Mackay, small business
marketing director at Barclays, says
that a would-be franchisee must
think hard about what he or she
wants to achieve.
He says: "Decide on your
objectives. Do you want to make a
lot of money, or just make enough
to send your children to university?
Having that clear aim is crucial."
In fact, there are now over 700
franchises with a combined
turnover of £9.5 billion operating
in the UK, a rise of over 24 per
cent in the past five years. And,
according to the British Franchise
Association, 93 per cent of
franchisors expect 2005 to be their
best-ever year.

Opportunities
Over 100 new sports franchises have
been launched in the past year,
many, like health clubs and fitness
programmes, aimed at amateur
sportsmen and women. But there are
a host of other opportunities for the
budding franchisee.

The most lucrative are those
involving equipment - anything from
the latest trainers to racing yachts.
"Sports franchises tend to attract
people who are themselves sports
enthusiasts, although others with a
pure business focus recognise the
profits you can make," Mark
Goodwin says.
"Whichever category you fall
into, sports franchises are great fun you are working with people - both
customers and staff - who are
invariably passionate about their
hobby."
Ian Wallace's SportsCoach
franchise operates sports coaching
sessions for six to 16-year-olds.
Sessions are aimed at boys and girls
of all sporting abilities and include
soccer, basketball, netball and
volleyball, as well as the more
unusual American football and
orienteering. Individual coaching
includes archery, martial arts and
badminton.
"What I am doing also fits in
with the Government campaign to
fight obesity among young people
and get them off their computer
chairs and into physical activity,"
says Wallace, a former county
athlete. "It was a lucky accident that

IN DEMAND
Franchises most in demand at the
moment are:
■ Golf shops
■ Fitness clubs, particularly

women-only
■ Pilates studios
■ Personal fitness centres
■ Surfboarding and marine sports
■ Running and jogging

equipment
■ Cycles, rollerblades and

Copyright Life Fitness

skateboards

“The most lucrative
sports franchises are
those involving
equipment”
I learned about sports franchises
when I was browsing through a
magazine. I've never looked back
since."
SportsCoach, backed by
Stagecoach Theatre Arts, is keen to
get more women franchisees on
board. One who has already seized
the opportunity is Gemma Lee, 26,
who combines running a part-time
franchise with being head of physical
education at a school in Dorking,
Surrey
But SportsCoach can also be a
profitable full-time business - the
company claims that a franchisee
running several schools could make
profits of up to £80,000.

Be different
Go for a sports franchise that's hard
to copy, either because of a strong
brand image or protection by
trademarks or patents. Otherwise
anyone can start a very similar

So would a sports franchise suit
you? "A franchise enables you to
run your own business while
benefiting from the experience of
a large network with a proven
business idea," Mark Goodwin
explains.
"Buying into a sports
franchise can cost thousands but,
more important, you need to ask
yourself what kind of person you
are. Remember that with a
franchise the possibilities for
entrepreneurial flair are limited
and you might think this will
cramp your style."
And Barry Franklin, a London
adviser for Business Link, adds:
"Going down the franchising
route makes it much easier
because the idea has already
been tried and tested. There is
expertise to help you and
national marketing.
"However, while you are sort of - your own boss, you
aren't actually. You are tied to
one idea and the franchisor will
have rules that you must comply
with."
Choosing the right one
So how do you pick the right
one? According to sports
franchise specialist a1franchise.com, a successful
franchisor should:
■ Have operated its franchise

network for at least five years in
multiple locations.
■ Avoided litigation and

complaints from franchisees.

“Experts say of all
current sports franchises,
golf probably has the
most potential”

guaranteeing that you are
buying into a good franchise is
to talk to existing franchisees.
These are the questions you
need to ask:
■ How good is the training

programme?
■ How effective are marketing

■ Has a product or service which
has a short-term or temporary
appeal.

strategies in getting an
immediate customer base?

■ Gross margins that are too low
to offer an attractive return on
investment.

■ How well do franchisees and
the franchisor get along?

■ Skill levels that require very
long and intense training.

■ How effective is the power
of the franchise chain in doing
money-saving deals on supplies
and services?

■ Repeat business that relies on
loyalty to an individual.

■ How much did it actually
cost to get a franchise up and
running to break-even point?

■ A business with an insecure or
uncertain future.

franchise contract.

■ How do the gross takings
compare with the original
estimates?

Consultants say that without
doubt the best way of

■ Is the franchise all they
hoped it would be?

■ Have a balanced and fair

Try to talk to at least two or three
franchisees of the company.
Assess their answers and look
elsewhere if the franchise:

■ A geographically defined
market that can't be expanded.

Says Mark Goodwin: "It's
important to realise that
franchising isn't an escape route
for failing businesses or a way of
solving a cash flow crisis."

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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“If you buy a sports franchise, the success rate
is way up at the 90 per cent mark”
business without having to pay a
penny for it.
You've got to be different - and
this can come in the form of reduced
investment costs, a unique marketing
strategy or unexpected target markets.
And remember that a prospective
franchisee should be able to learn the
basic business in three months at the
most. Some more complex franchises
get round the problem by just
targeting prospects who are already
experienced in the field - say sports
exercise equipment or the latest cycle
technology.
Experts say of all sports
franchises, golf probably has currently
the most potential. Says sports
marketing consultant Peter Woodall:
"The UK golf club market mirrors the
US market of 20 years ago and is all
ready for a franchised sales explosion.
"Players in the US no longer
automatically buy clubs and
equipment from their local golf club
professional. They tend to buy from
online discount stores or from a
professional club maker, and the same
pattern is slowly emerging in the UK.
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"Professional club-making is
where the biggest franchising
opportunity lies."
One of the UK's sports
franchising frontrunners is Designer
Golf (www.designergolf.co.uk), which
is offering regional franchises for
own-brand and exclusive products.
Says Designer Golf: "Franchised
businesses also incorporate
customising and repair facilities. They
have a captive audience of many
thousand golfers and with little or no
competition have access to a
rewarding and very satisfying career."
Even the care of golf course turf
is now being franchised. For an
investment of around £24,000,
TruGreen (www.trugreen.co.uk)
provides a commercial service
package. The company’s products are
used on top courses like Wentworth.
Consultants say that in the past
year franchised equipment hire has
become a £50 million UK business
and is growing around 30 per cent a
year.
Trendsetters like Hire Fitness
(www.hirefitness.co.uk) are cashing

in on the fact that with today's busy
lifestyle, fewer people have time to
regularly attend a gym, but at the
same time are anxious to get fit.
The answer is to hire fitness
equipment for home use. Hire Fitness
franchisees have a wide range of
equipment including exercise bikes,
rowers, elliptical cross-trainers and
treadmills.
Says Peter Woodall: "Franchised
exercise equipment hire is growing
like wildfire." He cites the case of exWelsh Olympic gymnast David
Hughes, who sold his house to buy a
fitness equipment franchise four years
ago. The gamble paid off and Hughes
now has five busy franchises grossing
over a million pounds a year.
Ian Wallace also reckons that the
day he was made redundant and
forced to look around for a new
challenge was his lucky day.
He says: "I have always been
passionate about all kinds of sport
and to be able to combine this with
my ambition of setting up in
business on my own is really a
si
dream come true."

www.asics.co.uk
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“The most successful
messages not only endorse
the brand that they are
featuring, but also offer
some form of
entertainment”

Word
of mouse
A successful viral marketing campaign can be more
effective than any other form of advertising
Words by:
Dave Howell
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We’ve all done it: passed on a
funny email or a silly video clip
that we have received via email to
family, friends and colleagues. But
what if that entertaining piece of
digital detritus also contained a
marketing message?
If it did, then you’ve become the
latest casualty to be infected with a
viral marketing message. Just as a
biological virus is passed from one
person to another, its digital
equivalent is now being used very
effectively to distribute marketing
messages. And, what’s more, this
form of marketing campaign can be
cost-effective and easy to set up,
making it ideal for small or large
businesses alike.

Catching a virus
Viral marketing is the latest weapon in
the armoury of today’s marketers. It is
seeing massive use as it allows
virtually any message to be
disseminated across global distances
without the high cost and relatively
low success rate of traditional
marketing campaigns.
What makes viral marketing so
different is that it can penetrate the
shield that today’s consumers have
constructed around themselves to stop
many marketing messages reaching
them. This is a contemporary
phenomenon as consumers are
bombarded with advertising via
multiple channels each day. Viral
marketing bypasses these channels

entirely with consumers themselves
becoming the distribution channel.
Today, communication online
takes many forms. From email to
chatrooms, the ways in which people
can communicate are manifold. Viral
marketing takes advantage of these
communication channels to deliver
the initial message, and then prompts
recipients to pass on the message to
other users - what is sometimes
referred to as ‘word of mouse’.
The most successful messages not
only endorse the brand that they are
featuring, but also offer some form of
entertainment such as a game and an
incentive to act. Viral marketing has
been used in some risqué advertising
campaigns such as Kylie Minogue’s
for Agent Provocateur lingerie
(http://tinyurl.com/86xjj) or the Ford
Ka viral ad (http://tinyurl.com/7kpq6),
which would not normally be
acceptable on mass media channels
such as television or cinema.
If you thought that these kinds
of marketing campaigns were little
more than a gimmick, think again.
If you have a Hotmail email account
think about how you heard about
this free service. You probably were
passed the URL of the website by a
friend of colleague.
How many other people did you
contact about Hotmail? This is one of
the most successful viral marketing
campaigns ever, as it allowed anyone
to get a free email account without the
complexity of signing up with an
internet service provider and
configuring their email program.
An excellent example of a
successful viral marketing campaign
was recently run by a sports clothing
retailer aimed at women. It offered an
incentive whereby each of the recipients
of the email message who passed it on
to five other people would receive a free
t-shirt and $1 would be donated to a
breast cancer charity. The click-through
rates where three times higher than
would normally be expected, with a
sign-up rate for the email newsletter
being 30 per cent higher than normal
and a 70 per cent subscription rate for
the brand’s catalogue.
But the most astonishing statistic
is that costs per sale fell by 89 per
cent. Clearly, if you can get your
customers to do your marketing for
you, you can make substantial savings
on marketing spend. The mobile
phone company 3, for instance, used
viral teaser video adverts to promote
its 3G handsets.

Viral marketing is very new with
quite low participation levels. Jupiter
Research’s latest figures indicate that
five per cent of the internet population
forwarded on an advertising message.
But a well-targeted campaign that is
integrated into an overall marketing
strategy can be very successful.
Reaching young male consumers
has always been a challenge for any
brand or business. Viral marketing is an
excellent way of locking into this
group’s brand sensibilities. Recent
examples have come from John Smith’s,
Mazda, Virgin Mobile and EA Sports. In
all cases, the most successful campaigns
offered some form of incentive.
However, viral marketing is equally as
good at simple brand building.

Planning your campaign
Mounting a viral marketing campaign
can be as simple or as complex as you
want to make it. Advertising agencies
like Skive (www.skivecreative.com),
DMC (www.dmc.co.uk) and The Viral
Factory (www.theviralfactory.com) all
offer specialised services.

The costs involved with a
complex viral marketing campaign
can be high as you have to not only
create the viral message itself, but
also deliver it to your market
segment. However, if you have a
customer base that you send an
email-based newsletter to, for
instance, then these people are your
first port of call with a viral
marketing message. They have
already indicated that they are happy
to receive emails from you, so use
this group as your initial viral target.
Look at the current batch of viral
marketing adverts and see how they
use entertainment and humour.
Consumers are now savvy to most
marketing content, but they do still
want to see well-targeted messages,
as Henry Cowling, Project Manager
at The Viral Factory, describes:
“People are rejecting adverts on
television via Tivo, Sky Plus and
online via pop blockers, but they do
want content.
“If a brand can develop
entertaining content with a relevant

brand message then people are happy
to interact with it and even pass it on
to their friends. The ultimate dream
for a brand is to get its customers
telling their friends about the product
or service.”
Viral marketing is all about
listening to your customers and
keeping your finger on the pulse of
your market. Keeping your
knowledge up to date about what is
happening in your field is
imperative, as this will allow you
to create viral campaigns that will
be timely and relevant to their
target audience.
As Asa Bailey, Director at the
Viral Advertising Association,
concludes: “What makes these
advertisements successful is the viral
element, if you like, changes every
week as society and the wider media
also change. For instance, a couple of
months ago it was all about Bush and
Blair, but today it’s not. If you can
identify the trend of the day, and then
encapsulate this in your viral
advertising, you will be successful.” si

HEAD TO HEAD Chris Quigley, MD, Rubber Republic
Chris Quigley is a founding
partner of viral and buzz agency
Rubber Republic, which counts
Sony, the BBC, Icon Films and
the European Parliament among
its client roster. Most recently he
has launched SocksForSir.com,
the revolutionary sock
subscription service, which was
launched using a cost-effective
viral marketing campaign.
Do you think viral marketing is the future of online advertising?
Viral marketing is pretty much mirroring what's happening in the offline
world these days, with advertisers looking evermore towards advertiser
sponsored programmes. Viral is the online equivalent of
‘Advertainment’, and as such will form an ever-greater part of the
marketing mix.
Businesses are clearly drawn to viral marketing as it can be very
cheap to set up and virtually distributes itself. But do you think
it’s suitable for all business types?
The best way to gauge whether your business is right for viral is to take
your target market and look at how they use the internet. If your market
uses the internet regularly for both email and entertainment, then a viral
campaign will work for you. We've used viral to promote films, high-end
electronic consumer goods, safe sex, even men's socks.

an experienced agency to hit the right balance.
What in your opinion have been the most successful viral
marketing campaigns of recent years, and why do you think
they were successful?
Hotmail is probably the best example of online word of mouth at its
best. All Microsoft did was add a simple tag at the end of each
Hotmail email sent. Looking at brand viral, the best has to be Trojan
Condoms' Trojan Games viral, which pretty much single-handedly
launched this US brand into the UK market with negligible spend.
In the last six months, arguably the VW ‘suicide bomber’ has been
the most impactful - although the beneficiaries of this campaign
wasn't VW, but instead the two film directors who cooked it up for
self-promotional purposes. This is also an example of how viral can
potentially damage your brand.
If a business was thinking of using viral marketing for the
first time, what advice would you give them?
I'd definitely suggest working with a specialist agency who knows
what they're talking about. I'd also advise not to be afraid and not
to compromise on creative - there's nothing worse than watering
down a raw creative idea to add more brand messaging and then
seeing it bomb. There's a limit as to how many messages a viral
can carry and should primarily be used to create a buzz and
generate awareness.

What are the key skills to constructing a successful viral
marketing campaign?
Good creative is key to the campaign. If the idea doesn't have the magic
viral ‘X factor’ then it will fall flat and no one will pass it on. A major nono when approaching viral is to sacrifice your brand for the sake of
creating a buzz and getting hits. It's definitely a good idea to work with
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Selecting
your target
How you can successfully unlock
your customer databases to
maximise distance selling potential
Words by: Simon Weigh, Zendor business
development manager

Simon Weigh: “Many
sports retailers are
recognising the
benefits of multichannel selling”

A thriving, profitable distance
selling business is partially
dependent on good database
management and intelligence.
However, finding the key to
unlocking database potential can
leave some retailers a little baffled.
With 20 million consumers
spending almost £15 billion online in
2004, many sports retailers are
recognising the benefits of multichannel selling and launching an
additional distance selling channel via
the internet.

Trail of information
One bonus of selling from a distance,
via catalogue, web or phone, is that
shoppers leave behind a trail of
information that retailers can use to
their benefit. This is in contrast to
high street purchases, which are made
‘anonymously’ - unless the store
operates a loyalty card scheme,
of course.
Once collated, this detailed
information around customer
shopping habits helps retailers target
their multi-channel operation and
provide opportunities that will drive
the business onwards and upwards.
A customer database is one of the
most useful tools that a retailer can
have in its possession, and when used
correctly can result in better customer
retention, increased spend levels and
improved customer recruitment. The
database stores information collected
from all channels (store cards,
internet, catalogues and phone) and
can include individual customer data
alongside historical records of all
their transactions to date.
For more accurate management,
an efficient system should allocate an
account number to every customer
that is disclosed when placing an
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order or making an enquiry,
regardless of the channel.

Key steps
But how can the direct marketing
opportunities be unlocked? There are
five key steps towards database
success - profiling, modelling,
segmentation, targeting and
improving business intelligence.
In a nutshell, profiling is about
understanding the customers - who
they are (age range, spend levels,
demographics, purchasing patterns
and product purchase behaviour, etc)
and how they behave. Statistical
modelling techniques can then be
used to identify which customers are
most likely to respond and/or generate
higher levels of sales. Once this has
been determined, the customers can
be grouped and ranked into
‘segments’ based upon their expected
future worth.
Sports retailers can then target
customers with the right offers, at the
right time and through the right
channel. This may include targeting a
customer who may have recently
bought a tennis racket with an offer on
tennis balls or related clothing. Or for
those customers recognised as
purchasing football strips (as many
sports products are seasonal), these and
other related products can be targeted in
anticipation of the football season.
The final vital step is to use the
information obtained from direct
marketing efforts for improved
business intelligence. This is key to
overall business success and involves
using the customer data to help
understand how other areas of the
business affect the customer’s longterm behaviour. For instance, analysis
can be used to provide a valuable,
quantifiable insight into how poor
customer service (due to out of stock
goods, delivery problems, etc) can
impact on customer retention and
turnover.
Data segmentation and targeting
is only as effective as the quality of

“Without database
segmentation all your
customers will be
treated the same,
despite their different
characteristics”
the data is it based on. However, if
reliable customer data is correctly
captured, segmented and targeted, it
becomes a powerful marketing tool
that can increase return on
investment by effectively persuading
customers to spend more and by
allocating sensible marketing budgets
to particular customer groups.
Data intelligence can also
improve customer relations, as
customers are being sent relevant
offers instead of untargeted,
homogenous ones that they are
unlikely to be interested in and less
likely to respond to. Also, as part of a
multi-channel proposition, sports
retailers can target customers by their
preferred channel. Selling from
distance should go hand in hand with
owning and utilising customer
databases, but if sports retailers
choose to ignore the opportunities,
they could fall behind the
competition that is paying it the
attention it deserves.
si

FIND OUT MORE
Zendor offers advice to sports retailers
about unlocking the potential of their
customer database. With the company’s
guidance in this area, sports retailers will
be able to achieve greater customer
understanding through improved
segmentation knowledge to make more
intelligent investments in marketing.
If you’re interested in finding out
more about Zendor’s services email
curious@zendor.com, visit
www.zendor.com or call 0161 237 4900.
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Our World: Your World
London
H a r ro g a t e
Fabric development

F O O T W E A R

Halifax

Footwear designers

Footwear technology

Huddersfield

Macclesfield

Fabric and trims buyers

Production sourcing

Bangkok
Retail merchandisers

Leicester
General managers

Product management

China

Blackburn
Garment technology

Production directors

Nottingham

Pattern cutters

C h e s h i re
Mauritius

Contract sales executive

Work study

Laos

Sewing machine technicians

Equipment designers

Pattern technology

Manchester

We s t S u s s e x

Account managers

Product developers

Lithuania
Tu r k e y

Training instructors

Heckmondwike

Nantwich

Sales directors

Oldham

Branded sales executive

B r a d f o rd
Import merchandisers

Product line managers

The Maldives

Garment designers

Leek
Industrial engineering

Sri Lanka

Account managers

B e d f o rd s h i re

Cutting room managers

G L O B A L

Leeds

Fabric technology

Mechanics

Madagascar

Edinburgh
Industrial engineers

France
Production managers

Sunderland

Bangladesh
CAD technology

B r a d f o rd
Accessory designers

B a n g a l o re
Accessory technology

India
Factory managers

Cambodia

Our consultancy services the global apparel and footwear industries, above are just a few of the posts
successfully filled over the last 7 years. To register for your next career move or to recruit experienced
personnel for your company apply in complete confidence to:
Lindsay J Clarke or Samantha Lofthouse

planet personnel
Tel: 01422 254010. Fax: 01422 254011 email: info@planetpersonnel.com

A GREAT NEW LINE

FOR THE NEW SEASON’S LINE-UP
The new range of apparel from RBK HOCKEY is designed and tailored
for players, coaches and fans. When you look good, you play and feel great!
Available from stock - no booking orders required
Distributed by Miras Sports Ltd. 18 Watermoor Road Cirencester Glos. GL7 1JW

Trade enquiries 01285 885201

E-mail: sales@miras.co.uk
SPORTS INSIGHT
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To advertise here call 01206 505 947 or Email keith@sports-insight.co.uk
ATHLETIC / SCHOOL CLOTHING

VIGA

Athletic Clothing Co. Ltd

Tel: 01257 269611
Fax: 01257 241677
www.viga.co.uk

MARTIAL ARTS
For All Your Martial Arts And Boxing Equipment

• WATERPROOF JACKETS •
• GILET TOP •
• LONG-SLEEVE TOPS •
• LEGGINGS & PANTS •
• CLUB TRACKSUITS •
• VESTS •
• SHORTS •

TOP TEN HAYASHI SPORTS LTD
61 Warwick Road, Rainham,
Essex, RM13 9XU
Tel: 01708-522288
Fax: 01708-523322
Email: info@hayashiuk.com

TEAM KIT AND APPAREL
With our in house manufacturing we can offer youconsistency in colours, styles & quality, in
your own design or adapt our existing range to suit your team colours, branded with or
without the Spall logo. Repeat order’s (no order too small).

CUSTOMISED MANUFACTURING
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SOCCER
ATHLETICS
RUGBY
BOXING (VESTS)
HOCKEY
BOWLS
BASKETBALL
TRAINING WEAR
NETBALL
SOCKS

Training
Wear

Soccer

Rugby

N E W

Hockey

C A T A L O G U E

Basketball

Netball

www.spall.com
Visit our website to view our full range
or ring for a free colour brochure.

O U T

N O W

Spall LTD, Factory Street,
Dudley Hill, Bradford,
West Yorkshire, BD4 9NW.
TEL: 01274 689968
FAX: 01274 652265
E-Mail: sales@spall.com
Web:www.spall.com

MERCHANDISING
OFFICIAL PREMIERSHIP FOOTBALL SOUVENIRS
Full ranges of the UK’s top clubs’ official
merchandise available to retailers at wholesale prices.
More than 100 great selling lines including:
hats & scarves; stationery; soft toys; footballs; keyrings
& badges; T-shirts; gifts & souvenirs etc.
T: 0161 282 0770 F: 0161 282 0733
E: info@globalfootballcompany.com

TRAMPOLINES

CRICKET SWEATERS

Custom-made cricket sweaters
in club colours.
Plus Bowls/Schools/Golf.

Contact: Balmoral Knitwear

Galston, Ayrshire, KA4 8HF
Tel: 01900 829 229 Fax: 01900 829 009

info@balmoralsales.fsnet.co.uk
www.balmoralknitwear.co.uk

SPORTS BOTTLES

Howard
Plastics

Howard Plastics Ltd
Tewkesbury GL20 8NB
Tel: +44 1684 298206
Fax: +44 1684 850425
email: sales@howardplastics.com
web: www.howardplastics.com

Sports Bottles
Manufacturers

Small quantities of printed bottles now available

EPOS/STOCK MANAGEMENT

Retail Systems Group

Authorised reseller of the
Microsoft Retail Management
System and our Retail VPoS
System for Sage Line 50.
www.RetailSystemsGroup.com

Tel: 0121 742 0484
SOCKS

Tel: 0116 283 9427
Fax: 0116 244 0193
• Football, Rugby, Hockey and Back-to-School socks
• 150 designs & colour-ways, all sizes ex-stock
Manufacturers
• Knitted-in logos • In house design
and suppliers of the
• Cotton Feet • Padded Soles • Extra Stretch
revolutionary EuroSock

EPOS CHIP/PIN

Sports
Insight

AGENTS REQUIRED

CRICKET
BOLA CRICKET BOWLING MACHINES
• NEW remote control
automatic feeder.
• NEW electronic random
delivery mode.

For further details contact:
Stuart & Williams
6 Brookfield Rd, Cotham,
Bristol BS6 5PQ
Tel: 0117 924 3569
Fax: 0117 944 6194
website: www.bola.co.uk

Active
Active Swim
Swim Equipment
Equipment
Requires
Requires quality
quality Sports
Sports Agents
Agents to
to manage
manage key
key territories
territories around
around the
the U.K.
U.K.
Please
Please contact
contact Martin
Martin Newton
Newton on
on 01254
01254 291
291 717
717
or
or email
email your
your C.V.
C.V. and
and current
current details
details to
to
martin@aquasphereuk.co.uk
martin@aquasphereuk.co.uk
Aqua
Aqua Sphere
Sphere (UK)
(UK) Ltd
Ltd Neptune
Neptune Way
Way Blackburn
Blackburn Lancashire
Lancashire BB1
BB1 2BT
2BT
Tel:
Tel: 01254
01254 278873
278873 Fax:
Fax: 01254
01254 278653
278653 Web:
Web: www.aquasphereuk.co.uk
www.aquasphereuk.co.uk

MARTIAL ARTS / EQUIPMENT

RACKET SPORTS

RACQUET RESTRINGING

Tretorn
Pressurised • Z Tour
• Championship
• Z Tour Trainer
Pressureless • Plus
• Micro X
• Micro X Trainer

TABLE TENNIS

Low • MINI TENNIS RED,
Compression ORANGE & GREEN

UK Table
Tennis Ltd

Tel (01344) 311587

The Table Tennis
Specialists
Phone: 020 8540 2500
E: sales@uktabletennis.co.uk

info@tretorn.co.uk

Fax: 020 8540 2524
W: www.uktabletennis.co.uk

AGENTS REQUIRED

SPORTSWEAR

Need more income?

PRICE of BATH
WEB DIRECTORIES

The UK ball maker of squash, tennis,
mini tennis Racket balls, Skittle balls
need Sales Agents
Commission plus expenses

www.thewholesaler.co.uk

www.jpricebath.co.uk
Tel 01225 742141

FOOTBALL BOOTS

EMBROIDERERS

The Wholesaler UK the leading online trade
directory of wholesalers and suppliers to retailers.

EMBR

Manufacturer of Football Boots, Sports bags, Bootbags, Wallets etc.
Prices on request

OIDER

Y

NO MINIMUM ORDER

DESIGN SERVICE

ALL TYPES OF SPORTSWEAR
AND ACCESSORIES

✥ Embroidered with your club logo/design or name ✥
✥ Sew on badges available ✥

01487 711884

email: adartembroidery@yahoo.com

TAIL-ENDER

Under the
counter
A sideways look at the world of
independent retailing
"That fat girl in accounts has been
going ten-pin bowling with a married
man she met while ordering a fridgefreezer in Comet," my wife said, as she
gave me a second helping of lasagne.
"No good will come of it."
"Comet fridge-freezers are pretty
good," I said as I surreptitiously took off
the burned bits and slipped them to the
dog. But I knew what she was getting at.
"The man who has been deputising
for Mr Webber in sales has apparently
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done community service for hitting his
neighbour with a rake," my wife said,
as she put custard on the stewed
prunes. "You wouldn't think he had it in
him."
This supper-time ritual was
becoming increasingly familiar since
my wife recently returned to work as a
part-time secretary: she passing on
minor titbits of office scandal and me
silently munching away, totally unable
to contribute.

Boring?
Then finally it came: "It's a pity you
never have any gossip," she said.
"Sitting in that shop all day surrounded
by cricket stumps must be pretty
boring."
"I wouldn't say that," I said, but
secretly I had to admit she had a point.
Anyone who leaves a busy store to
work largely on their own as an
independent trader with, in my case, an
assistant who would make a Trappist
monk seem like a blabbermouth, will
know what I mean.
The gossip, tittle-tattle and
unashamed porkies that fly around big
shops will probably be what they miss
most. It's not that my trusted assistant
Norman doesn't speak. Only yesterday
he mentioned that he thought he had a
gumboil and today he said he probably
hadn't. I can hardly wait to find out
what's going to happen tomorrow.
It also seems that there's more to
gossip than, well, just gossip. The
British Psychological Society recently
heard that business gossip can not only
relieve tension and anxiety but
positively boost morale.
Bosses were even urged to provide
‘gossip areas’, complete with
comfortable chairs, where workers
could meet to dish the dirt about bosses
and colleagues as a means of
expressing and managing their
emotions.
Nothing more was said after the
second helping of prunes, but I sensed
that wasn't the end of the matter. Later,
stacking the dishwasher, it occurred to
me that gossip, like germs and flu bugs,
lurked everywhere unseen and it was
just a matter of seeking it out.
I found it next day, where else, but
on the internet - some 945,000 hits of
gossip, ranging from discussion boards
and opinion forums to chatrooms and
one-to-one confessionals.
The website of Gregoire,
confidante of the rich and famous,

seemed particularly promising,
beginning as it did with: ‘Greetings
from the intimate lounge of New York
City's swank Howard Johnson
restaurant, hot-bed of scandal and
intrigue.’

Scandal
Gregoire certainly knew his stuff and I
had soon downloaded enough scandal
and intrigue to keep me going all
through supper, and then some.
"Did you know," I asked my wife
through a mouthful of shepherd's pie,
"about the sad secret of the Neighbours
star and why Fred Elliot mourns for his
long-lost Coronation Street love?"
My wife gave me the look usually
reserved for times when I'm
inadvertently walking about in public
with my flies unzipped. "That's not
gossip," she said. "I can read that sort
of stuff in Baz Bamigboye's column in
The Daily Mail, and don't speak with
your mouth full."
The following evening, over a nice
bit of cod and parsley sauce, and after
my wife had revealed that Miss
Whortleberry in outward invoicing was
thinking of becoming a Buddhist nun,
it was my turn.
"Here's a bit of gossip which might
interest you," I said. "Norman was
apprehended by the police today as he
came out of the newsagent after buying
The Sporting Life. Apparently, this
woman said he'd been following her
through the breakfast cereal department
of Asda and had made suggestive
remarks next to the Rice Krispies.
"Then she admitted it was her
former brother-in-law's cousin who
was just trying to be friendly, so they
let Norman go."
I have seldom seen anyone less
amused. "That's not gossip," my wife
said. "That's just lies and I'm not
remotely impressed. You're just being
silly. I think in future you'd better read
the paper over supper."
So when the local weekly
newspaper arrives on Friday that's
exactly what I'll do - making sure that I
leave it open at the page containing the
headline: ‘Sports goods aide cleared in
cereal pest probe’ - or something like
that.
I'm now finally convinced that the
pundits have got it right: gossip can be
a great morale booster. And when it
makes the exploits of the fat girl in
accounts pale into insignificance, take
my word that it gets even better. si

